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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, OCTOBER

jfyc DJt. ikl^on Setoochtic SsMclr with which they are charged, government must clearly directed. On the top of the contents of
protect them from the interference of irresponsi each box, under the cover, a list of what it con
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING,
tains should be placed ; a duplicate of this list
ble persons.
BY ti. HARPER.
should be sent by mail. Arrangements for free*
Hence an intermediate agency becomes neces transportation should he made, or Height paid
Office in Wondvard’s Block, Third Story sary, which, without taking any of the duties of in advance. [The express companies will gen
erally convey goods for this purpose at a reduc
'i KRMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad- the regular agents of government out of their
rai ee; $2.50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex- hands, can, nevertheless, offer to them means of tion of the usual rates.] Packages may be di
rected and sent as is most economical, Irom any
pir tion of the year.
administering to the wants of the sick and wound point to any of the addresses below—(“ For the
ed much beyond what could be obtained within U. S. Sanitary Commission.’’)

<Jmce JM’g.
OUR COUNTRY.

On primal rocks she wrote her name;
Her towers were reared on holy graves ;
The golden seed that bore her came

Swift-winged with prayer o’er ocoan waves.
The forest bowed his solemn crest.
And open flung his sylvan doors ;
Meek Rivers led the appointed Quest
To clasp the wide embracing shores;
Till, fold hy fold, the broidered land
To swell her virgin vestments grew,
While Sages, strong in heart and hand,
Her virtue’s fiery girdle drew.

0 exile of the wrath of kings!
0 Pilgrim Ark of Liberty 1
The refuge of divinest things,
Their record must abide in thee 1

First in the glories of thy front
Lot the crown jewel, Truth be found;
Thy right hand flung, with generous wont,
Love’s happy chain to farthest bound I

Let justice, with the faultless scales,
Ilo'd fast the worship of thy sons;
Thy C inmerce spread for shining sails
Where no dark tide of rapine runs.
So link thy ways to those of Qod ;
So full' w firm the heavenly laws,
That stars may greet thee, warrior-browed
And storm sped Angels hail thy cause ?

0 land of measures of our prayers,
Hope of the world in grief and wrong,
Be thine the tribute of the years,
The gift of faith, tha crown of song !
Atlantic Monthly for October.

TO DEATH.
Why is it, Death, that thou dost cull
Our best loved and the beautiful,
To swell tby list ?
But cometh on, with step profound,
And all the weary senses drown
In sorrow’s mist.

Why is it? in the morn of life,
When some, just arming for the strife,
Are stricken di.wn?
Ere they have girt their urumr on,
Into thy cold embrace be drawn.
To wear thy crown ?
Why is it light from beaming eyes,
‘With hues like some bright skies,
So soon is quenched?
And those who in my bosom lie,
For whom (to save them) we could die—
From us be wrenched ?
Why is it that the young, the fair.
And those that have our warmest prayed,
Be called so soon ?

And taken from Lao loving heart.
And sent hy the remorseless dart,
To meet their doom ?

Mortal ! question not the power,
That sent me in that darksome hour,
To do “Hi* Will.”
But trusting, lean upon his arm,
For he will .-h eld them from the »t-orm;
Then “Pease be still.”
I come not, then, as Terror’s King,
To make the earth with sorrow ring,
But to release
The soul from the prison-house of clay,
Where it has lingered day by day—
Thou art the “Prince of Peace.”
And to the desolate and the weary,
When all earth looks dark and dreary,
I then come
To them, a welcome messenger,
Believing them from toil and care,
And bear them home.

The best loved and the beautiful,
From out the ranks I often cull,
Though many a tear be riven ;
For where the heart is, there’s tho treasure,
And thus, God teaches you with pleasure,
To turn your hearts to Heaven.

(Bur 3Umd.
AX APPEAL FOlt 0E1I ARMY.
What is Wanted for winter.

The Sanitary Commission to the Women
of America.
The army Sanitary Commission has issued the
following appeal to the Women of America in
behalf of the soldiers of our array. The approach
of the cold seaton requires the immediate adoption of lueasuc.-s for the protection of our troops
against the discomforts of a wiuter campaign, and
this appeal will, we trust, awaken a hear ty re
sponse from the people.
Ta the Loyal Women of America.
Treasury Building, Washington, )
October 1, 1861.
J

Countrywomen : You are called upon to help
take care of our sick aud wouuded soldiers and
sailors.
It is true that government undertakes their
care, but all experience, in every other country
as well as our own, shows that government alone
cannot completely provide for the humane treat
ment of those for whom the duty of providing as
well as possible is acknowledged. Even at this
period of the war, and with a much smaller pro
portion of sick and wouuded than is to be expect*
ed, there is much suffering, and dear lives are
daily lost because government cannot put the
right thing in the right place at tha right time.—
No other government has ever provided as well
for its soldiers as soon after the breaking out ot
a war of this magnitude, and yet it remains true
that there is much suffering, and that death un
necessarily occurs from the imperfectness of the
government arrangements. This is partly owing
to the ignorauce, partly to the indolence, and
partly to the inhumanity and knavery of various
agents of governmnt, as well as to the organic
defects of the system. But humanity to the sick
must, to a certain extent, be sacrificed, under
government, to the purpose of securing the ut
most possible strengtn and efficiency to the mill
tary force.
Whatever aid is to be given from without must
still be administered systematica l, and in per
fect subordination to the general system of ad
ministration of the government. To hold its
agent* in any degree responsible for the duties

22,

1861.

Fifiy-Grst, R. MeClean, Major, Camp Meigs this wili probably be readily acquiesced in by ies, so ‘.hat it could become a grant in perpetuity
tbe Mexican government, but if not, it will be to the holders or their assigns, their great object
Fifty-second,----- ,
, Catnp Dennison.
carried
out by force, unt.l a sufficient amount would tie accomplished. Mr. Law originates the
Fifty-third, I. I. Appier, Colonel, Colonel,
scheme; has the grant mode to A, B, C, D, aud
has been collected to satisfy their demands. To their assigns forever, wdich is i.ot a giant to any
Camp Diamond. Jackson.
meet
any
such
emergency,
it
says
the
British
gov«
Fifty-fourth, T. K. Smith, Lieutenant-Colonel,
corporation or moneyed monopoly, but to the
Camp Dennison.
ernrneni has now upon the West Indian and North people.
Filty-fifib, George H. Saffird, Lieutenant- American station, twenty-six vessels of warThe next point is to find ibis A, B, C, D, &c.,
Colonel, Camp McClellan, Norwalk.
Canal Dover.

F.fty-sixth, Peter Kiuuey, Colonel, Catnp Mor raounting five hundred guns and carrying sixty
five hundred men.
row, Portsmouth.
Office of the Women's Ceniral Relief Associa
Fifty-sevenlh, Wm. Mungen, Colonel, Camp
the arbitrary limits of supply established by gov
So far as Mexico is concerned, this plaD is
ernment, and in strict accordance with the regu tion, Cooper Uniou, No. 10 Third avenue, New Vance. Findlay.
not
a very formidable nor dangerous one. It
York.
Fifty-eighth, V. Bausenwein, Colonel, Camp
lations necessary for maintaining a proper ac
is, in fact, but a repetition of a plan once already
Care of Samnel and William Welsh, No. 218 Chase, Columbus.
countability to it.
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia ;
Fifty- ninth. James P. Fyffe, Colonel, Camp adopted with success and good feeling in the
Care of Dr. S. G. Howe, 20 Broomfield street, Ammon, Ripley.
The Sanitary Commission, a voluntary and
.
same country by England. If the scheme should
unpaid bureau of the War Department of the Boston ;
Sixtieth. Wm. H. Trimble, Colonel, Camp he found to embrace any part of our own country,
Care Soldiers’ Aid Society, 95, Bank street, Mitchell. Hillsboro’.
Government, constitutes such an agency.
Under its present organization every camp and Cleveland, Ohio;
Sixty-first, Newton Schleieh, Colonel, Camp then it will need closer watching. The N. Y.
Care of Dr. W. H. Mussey, Cincinnati ;
Times thinks the extensive preparations which
military hospital, from the Atlantic to the Plains,
Medill, Lan aster.
Care of Dr. C. D. Griswold, Wheeling, Vir
is regularly and frequently visited, us wants as
Six.y-seeoud, Lucius P. Marsh, Colonel, Camp are being made for the expedition in the three
certained, anticipated as far as possible, and ginia;
Goddaid. Zanesville.
countries named, and especially in Spain, indi
Cure of F. L. Olmstead, 211 F street, Wshing1
whenever it is right, proper, and broadly merci
Sixty-third, William Craig, Colonel, Camp
cate something further than a mere amicable
ful, supplied directly by the Commission Io the ton, D. C.
Putnam. Marietta.
Acknowledgments will be made to all those
extent of its ability. For the means of maintain
Sixty-fourth, John Sherman, Colonel, Camp blockade.—Statesinrn.
... - , ----- -*«<»—».................
ing this organization, and of exercising through who forward parcels, and a final report to the Buckingham, Mansfield.
it a direct influence upon the officers and meu fa Secretary of War will be published, recording
Sixty-fifih. ---------- , Colonel, Camp Bucking
Sketch of General Reynolds.
vorable to a prudent guard against the dangers the names of all contributors, sc far us they shall ham, Mansfi-ld.
Joseph Jones Reynolds is a native of Kentucky,
of disease to which they are subject, which is its be known to the Commission.
Sixty-sixth, James H. Dye, Lieutenant-Colon
but recently a citizen of Indiana. He entered
HENRY W. BELLOWS. D. D., President. el, Catnp McArthur, Urbana.
first and principal object, the Commission is
Prof. A. D. Bache, L. L. D, Prof. Wolcott
wholly dependent upon voluntary contributions
Sixt;-seventh. Isaac M. Hathaway, Colonel, the Mil,t try Academy at West Point at an early
to i s treasury. For the means of administering Gibbs, George T. Strong, M. D, Fred. Law Olm Ca np Oliver, Toledo.
age, and graduated iu 1839 with the highest hon
to the needs of the sick and wounded, the Com stead, Elisha Harris, M. D, George W. Cullum,
Sixty* eighth, Samuel U. Stephenson, Colonel, ors. On the I-t of July, 1843, he was brevetted
mission relies upon gift offsprings of their own Samuel G. Howe, M. D. U. S. A, Cornelius R Camp Latta. Napoleon.
haudiwoik from the loyal women of the land. It Agnew, Alexander E. Sfiiras, M. D U. S. A. J.
Sixty-ninth, L. D. Campbell, Colonel, Camp Second Lieutenant in Ihe Fourth Artillery, was
S. Newberry, M. D . Robert C. Wood, M. D., Hamilton, Hamilton.
transferred to the Third Artillery, in May, 184G,
receives not oue dollar from Government.
A large proportion of the gifts of the people Horace Binney. Jr. U. S. A., Rt. Rev. Thos. M.
Seventieth, J. R. Cockerill, Colonel, West and promoted to a First Lieutenancy in March,

NUMBER

£7,

ty arising and advancing ahead of our army, from
the Lakes to the Gulf, a party that will be so trt--*
mendous against secession and abolition before
next spring that tren wi'i s«y ihe country ia un
animous.—N. Y. Jour, of Com.

ail‘H

who will be tools tor the purpose, and who, tor a
consideration, will assign their interests to par
ties designated. Then these parties can get
themselves erected into a corporation under the
Coins of the New Testament.
general act of 1850, and order these tools to
make an assignment of (he franchises to the cor by James ross ssoifdex, director cf tbe v;
a. mint, Yuiladflphia.
poration. which would hold them ia perpetuity,
independent of tbe Legislature, of Constitutional
“And when he had agreed with the Inbcrers ford
conveutions, of all powers save Revolution, or penny a day, he sent them into his vineyard,’’—Matt,
change iu tbe Constitution ot tbe United States xx. 22.
permitting Slates to impair the obligation of
A penny a day seems a small Compeneatioo
contracts. Only one ot these bills contained the for a laborer ; but the coin in question was not
repealing clause, and under this one it was de
signed to form the corporation. So the Gridiron the penny of the present day, but was a danariue»
bill passed tbe Legislature by the dereliction of a silver coin, the intrinsic value o whirl' vt'nd
the members, to the injury of the city, and fifteen cents. This gives one a better idea of
to the perpetual benefit ot Law, Weed & Co , the value of labor at that time- And ft show!
their representatives and assigne. Governor
that the good Samaritan was more liberal and
Morgan vetoed the bill, pointed out the fact that
generous
than the usual reading of the text
ihe grants Were perpetual, that nothing short ol
(evolution could annul them ; that if the gran ivould indicate. Luke x. 35. He gave the poor
tor or assign did not choose to build the roads', man that fell among thieves two silver coin* of
they would uot. b- built, and the people could not the value of thirty cents. We hav© reason to
help themselves. 'The vetoed bill was passed
over the veto ol the Governor. There wero res' believe that silver was at that period ten time*
pousible men in New York who offered guaran as valuable as it is at present; in other words,
tees to bu Id the roads, proposed to pay millions thirty cents would buy as much a3 three dollar*
for the privilege, and offered to convey the pass weald now. It thus appears that tbe Samaritan
engers lor three cents instead of five, as now
paid. T hia was well known, and urged upon the besides the other valuable things, wine and oil,
Legislature. Speaker Litlhjohn had great in which he bestowed upon the injured man, gavel
fluence iu that Legislature, and coun-el was con the “host" money enough to pay the board of
fluent that he could prove that $120,000 of the his guest for some tii e, perhaps for several
slock of the.e roads went to the Littlejohn fami
ly ; Mr. Speaker Littlejubn weut from his chair weeks, because this interesting event happened
io the fluoro! the House, to aid iu passing that in the hill country of Judea, between Jerusalem
bill over tho veto ot the Governor,
end Jeticho, where the charges at the inn were!
Here is another, from the same fertile source, probably quite moderate. Thus a liberal provi
called the West Washington Maikei Bill. Some
years since, piers were t un out into North River sion wwas made for the intervening time which
upon the property of the State ; they were bu'o- would ellipse before the‘benevolent man would
sequetitly filled up aud made laud by the city, return from Jerusalem. And in case he should
•vInch land is worth $2 000 000. Tbe re^ts be delayed in his return, be said to the inn-keepwere worth $108,000, annually, which money
the city received, wbeu it should have beeu paid er, “Take care of this man, and whatsoever thoa
io the State. Taylor & Brennan apply to tbe spendetli more, when I come again I will repay
Land Commissioners for tbe lease of the prop thee.” This generous and neighborly conduct of
erty, ami for the back reins from the city to 'the the good Samaritan our Lord commends, with
State, offering to pay $5,000 a y ear for the rents,
and to indemnity ihe Stale against any costs in tbe it junction, “Go thou and do likewise,”—v.37.The ointment with which Mary anointed cur
collecting them, or hi getting possession of the
properly. They succtt ded m getting judgments Saviuor, is said to have been “very costly,” Jubn
lor back rents against tbe city ot New York for xii. 3, and “very precious,” Matk xiv. 3. “Sum©$659,000, aud a covenant fur quiet enj -yment of
die premises until they were disposed of by tbe had indignation withiu themselves, and mnrtsur*
State. The next tiling was to get those judg ed against her, because her ointment might have
ments paid. By some means their judgments beeu sold fur more thau three hundred pence;
bi came dependent upon tbe t.ction ol the Legis and the money given to the poor Mark xiv. 4., 5,
lature; so il ht the railroad men supported tbe
layment of the ju Igments, and the judgment The propriety of saying that it was very costly,
men of course supported the granting of the and very precious, appears very clearly wbeu wa1
Iranchise to the railroad men; both the bills ascertain that the price at which it is said il
side by sida, were passed, vetoed, at d triumph- might have beeu su.d, was »qual to fort)-ar»
Hiiily r^-passed over the veto of the Governor.—
Kludge Bronson wrote to ihe Goverlior, stating dollars of our own money. Mary’s offering was
j that those " judgments were fraudulent, void, th. refore a valuable one intrlnsica ly ; but much
! ai d ought not 'o be paid.” and they were set more so as she wrought a “good work, which it
j aside lor corruption. The whole matter was fi- spoken of throughout the whole world u3 a mem
j nutty comprised, ihe city paving $3000 000 to
j the State for the land worth $2 000 0t0 and Tuy* orial” of her love and devotion to the Saviour.—
lor aud Bierman r< tai ning $60.(-00 they hud col v. 9.
lected for rents, and receiving $300,000 for tb< ir
Again, when the Gve thougar.d persons were
release i f judgments. Thus Taylor & Brennan miraculously fed, we are told that the disciple*
pm $360 000 in iheir pockets.
asked, “shall we go aud buy a hundred penny
Ju schemes like these it is said that more than
a million dolors were tp.ent in and about the worth of bread, and give them to eat?-’—Mask
Legislature. Governor Morgan talks out and vi. 37. The preseut value of a penny is about
says "eighty members of the Legislature re two cents. It would seem to be very unreasona
ceived money for Iheir votes." A reporter took
a liet id seventy men to Conklin, and told him ble to talk of feeding such a multitude with f ur
that he knew that every one of them had received hundred cents worth of Dread. But when we
bribes at ct Mr. Conklin had reason to believe it. know that two hundred pence were equal tothir-'
With a corruption in our Legislative halls with ty dollars of our money, we cau readily under
faiiaticiein iu the ranks cd the people, and with stand how, wi.h'that sum, bread enough might
their natural and legitimate dimsx in civil war
we certainly have need of political purification. have been purchased not only to enable “every

to the army hitherto have been wasted, because Clark, D. D., William 11. Van Buren, M. D., Union.
1847. From August 184G to 1847, Lieut. Rey
Commissioners under authotity of the Secretary
directed w.ihout knowledge or discrimination.
Seycnty-first, ---------, Colonel, Camp Tod.
nolds was Acting Assistant Professor of Ethics,
Troy.
It is only through the Commission that such gifts of War.
Fred. Law Olmstead, General Secretary,
can reach the army with a reasonable assurance
Seventy-second, R. P. Buckland, Lieutenant - &c., in the Military Academy at West Point,
that they will be received where they will do the W ashington.
Colonel, Camp Croghan, Fremont.
aud Acting Assistant Professor of Natural and
A. J. Bloor, Assistant Secretary, Washingmost good and the least harm.
Seventy-third. Orland Smith, Colonel, Camp Experimental Philosophy to August 1849, and
Ihe Sauitary Commission has established its ton.
Worthington, Chilieothe.
J. Foster Jenkins, M. D., Associate Secretary
right to claim the confidence of ihe nation. The
Seventy-fourth, A. S. Ballard, Colonel, Camp Assistant Professor to 1853. He was afterwaids
Professor pf Natural Philosophv, &c.. at the
Secretary of War and Major Geneial McClellan for tl e Army ot the Potomac.
Lowe, Xenia,
J. H. Douglas, M. D-. Associate Secretary for
have both recently acknowledged, in the warmest
Seventy-fifth, N. C. McLean, Colonel, Camp Washington University, at St. Louis, M i., md
terms, the advantages Which have already result the divisions under General Banks, General Dix Mi Lean, near Cincinnati.
held that Dositijn until 1856. Un the 28 h ol
ed from its labors, and the direction and skill and General Wool.
Seventy-sixth. C. K. Wocd, Colonel, Newark.
J.
S.
Newberry.
M.
D
,
Associate
Secretary
for
with which they have been hitherto directed —
Seventy-seventh, J. Hildebrand, Colonel, Camp February, 1857, he resigned from the army, and
from that time we have :o record of him until
Putnam, Marietta.
Its advice has been freely taken, and several im the Western Armies, Cleveland, Ohio.
portant particulars acted upon, favorably to the
tbe 17th of Miy of the present year, when he
The Sanitarv Commission is doing a work of
health ot the army, by the Government. There
Military Plans of the Rebels.
was created a Brigadier General, and assigned
bas scarcely been acompauy of volunteers in the great humanity, and of direct practical value to
It is clear that the rebels do not mean to fighi to duly iu the division of General Rosecran-,
field wtiereiu some defect, error, or negligence, the nation in ibis time of'.rial. It is entitled to
endangering health, has not been pointed out by the gratitude and the confi fence of the people, on anything like eqm.l terms. We shall not hav where he commanded the Indiana troops. Ills
us agents, and its removal or abatement effected and I trust it will be generously supported.— any great battles unless we are rash enough to achievements in the late engagement at Cheat
There lias uot been a single instance is which its I he e is no agency through which voluntary of butt our heads against strong intrendimenis, a- Mountain, while he defeated the rebel General
se vices or advice, offered tbrougb*all its various ferings of patriotism can be n.ore effectively
at M anassas. We have already seen enough of Lee, are yet fiesh in the memory of our read
A LINCOLN,
agencies, have been repulsed ; not a single com made.
the military operations of the rebels to get a ers.
WINFIELD SCOTT.
plaint has been received of its embarrassing any
Washington, September 30, 1861.
tolerable idea of their sty le, and all goes to show
officer in lr.s duly, or of its interfering with dis
cipline iu the slightest degree I s labors have
that the plan they have deliberately adopted for
A Picture of the War.
been chiefly directed to indui e precaution againoi
conducting
this war, is to exhaust our resources
“i ffi ers of the (1 ,tiIla state from Alexandria
a certain class of diseases which have scourged Number and Location of tho Ohio Regi
and weary out our patience by compelling ua to to the Rappahat nut k river—a distance of nearly
ments.
almost every modern European army, which dec
15() miles—not a soul is visible on the Virginia
imated our army iu Mexico, and winch, at one
The following statement of the numbers, com keep large armies on foot without giving us <«| shore, the whole country leering the mail; of
lime, rendered nearly half of one of our armies
manders, place of service or location in catnp of portunities to keep up the military spirit of the desn'ation. No horses. no cattle, or animals of
in the war of 1812 unfit for service. It is a
people by important victories. When the; c«n an; kit'd are h< n. at d t <t a j ailide i f smoke
ground for national gratitude that our present all the Ohio regiments, will be of interest to a
pounce ou an inferior force, or lure our troops in to note the habitation ot a single individual is
armies have passed through the most trying sea large majority of our readers:
son ot the year, wonderfully escaping this danger.
First Regiment, B. F. Smith, Colonel, Camp to an amt uscade, they will fight; but as soon ever pere» jitihle. Ci n pkte sib i ce ai d !on»l That there are grander causes for ibis than itie Dennison
as they confront equal tuimbeis they eiiher re tiess peivailis the whole extent ot couhid.H’
though it I ad Lei i' d> vasiab rl l,\ re
o< i ”
labors of the Commission cannot be oonbted,but
S-coud, L. A. Harris, Colonel. Kentucky.
treat behind iulrenchments or scatter and run.
that, among human agencies, a large share of j
Third, J. II. Marrow, Colonel, Western Vir 1 bey made a hasty retreat from Fairfax Conn
credit for it should be given to tbos» labors, it ginia.
is neither arrogant nor unreasonable to assert.— I Fourth, John S. Mason, Colonel, Western Vir House previous to the battle of Buli Ran ; the;
In this assurance, what contribution that has I ginia.
retreated from Munson’s Hill when they suspect
hitherto been made to the treasury or to the store
Fifth, S. II. Dunning, Colonel, Western Vir ed that Gen. McClellan meant to utimk them
of the Comtniasiou is uot received back again ginia.
there ; Johnston retreated from before so unenter The Mysteiies of New Yoik Legislation
tenfold in value ?
Sixth, W. K. Bosley, Colonel, Western Virgin
— A Chapter of Political Corruption.
prising a commander as General Patterson ; ihe
More than fifty thousand articles have been ia.
[ from the Boatun 1‘oet.]
received by the Commission from their country
Seventh, E. B. Tyler, Colonel, Western Vir. brisk campaign in Western Virgi ia has beet
women. It is not known that one sent to them ginia.
Th“ mysteries of Paris have not been repub
little else than a series of reb;l retreats followed
has failed to reach its destination, nor is there
Eighth, II. G. DePuy, Colonel, Western Vir- up by federal pursuits; iu Missouri, where th*-\ lished ; we have something bet'er before the pub
one that cannot be accounted for. It is confi ginia.
lie —the mvs'eries ot New Yoik legislation, of
dently believed that there bas not been of late a
Ninth, Robt. L McCook, Colonel, Western defeated Lyon and captured Mulligan hy over New Yoik R-publican legislation, revealed bv
single case of severe illness in the army of the Vi rg i n i a.
whelming superiority of numbers, Gen Price the Prince of Rrpubiicanistn. the white-coated
Potomac, nor wherever the organization of ihe
Tenth, Win. II. Lytle, Colonel, Western Vir abandons Lexington and divines his forces ihe plnlosophei of the 'iMLvne. Let us not say that
Commission has been completely extended, in ginia.
that bitd has l’on'ed its own nest ; for the sake
raomeut he learns that Fremont is advancing ai
which some of these articles have uot admiuis. f the revelation, we can afford to be eharita
Eleventh, C. A. De Villiers, Colonel, West
the head of an army. It is a settled principle j u|e.
teied to the relief of suffering.
ern Virginia.
After an intimate and confidential conference
Mr. Littlrj ffin. the Speaker of that immacu
Twelfth, C. B. White, Lient.-Colonel, Western in rebel strategy uot to fight ex pt when they
oue of them to take a little”—John vi. 7 ; but if
with the Secretary of War, the commander oi the Virginia.
late Legislature of 1860, lias sued the phil isopher
have the national troops at a disadvantage.
Army of the Potomac and the Quartermaster
lora libel upon Ins character. The philosopher
Thirteenth, Win. S. Smith, Colonel, Western
the proportionate value is considered, the money
Now
is
the
Time.
ibis
policy
is
dictated
by
the
known
inferior

General, there is reason to solicit with urgency Virginia.
defend-, and in his defense he stirs tip that fil I v
would have bought a loaf of bread for each cub
We
are
fighting
the
rebels
at
the
South
with
ity
of
tbe
military
resources
of
the
rebels.
It
a large increase of the resources at the command
pool of legislative coiiuption ihan which no fi Fourteenth, Jas. B. Steedman, Colonel, Kenof the Commission, especially of that class oi its tu< ky.
they lose a large at my they cannot, replace it ; thier one can be ('ni d in ihe annals of Atmri- all our lorce, at.d < very day with increasing force. of the great multitude that were assembled.—
resources upon which it must chiefly draw for the
Fifteenth, Moses R. Dickey, Colonel, Kentuc and so they have deliberately decided not to in ean legislation. In doing tlos. tli philosopher What are we doing for the Union meu at the I he great Master of the feast, however, preferred
relief of the sick and wouuded.
ky .
cur any serious ri-ks. They will make no ag Shows the company lie h s kept ; still, a grateful South? True, if the rebellion be destroyed, the to feed them by His creative power, and thus tha
The experience of the Commission has so well
Sixtemlb.J Fitzroy D’Courcey, Col., Catnp
public will give him ihe credit ot some virtue for
gressive movements into states where the whole the revelation though he stands in the anomal ius Uniou tnen will be saved, but they are an ele five barley loaves aud the two small fishes wer*
acquainted it with ihe earnest wish of tbe women Tiffin, Wooster.
miraculously increased ; “and they did all eaf
population
h
loyal,
for
they
thoroughly
undeiof the North to be allowed to work in the uatiou
Seventeenth, J. M. Colonel, Colonel, Kentucky.
position of giving State’s evidence agai.n-t the ment of power that we need on the side of the
al cause, that it is deemed unnecessary to do
Eighteenth, T. R. Stanley, Colouel, Camp siand Ute disadvantages ot conducting mililan R.-publican party. We will recur to some ol Government and the Union. What are we do- and were filled ; and they took up twelve basket*
operations amid a hostile population. They in these gigantic traud.i ot which the good people jug to aid the Union men? What weapons are of fragments.— Mark vi. 42 and 43.
more t tan announce that there is a real and im Wool, Altei s.
mediate occasion for their, best exertions, and io
Nineteenth, Samuel Beattie, Colonel, Camp tend that our army shall encounter these disad of the Empire State have been made the vie
vantages at every step. they mean that we tims. I hey will teach us to hate and to anuihil- we putting into their hauds? Muskets aud
indicate convenient arrangements for the end iu Foid, Alliance.
Wit aud Wisdom.
view.
Twentieth, Chas. Whittlesey, Colonel, Camp Suall consume our strength iu iruitless and har la e that cancer upon the body of American leg swords would be useless to them, for they are iu
assing marches through sections ot country wi h islation. thelobbysystem, and to purify that which a hopeless minority of physical force, and this
Songs without words—Those of that blessed
It is. therefore, suggested that societies be at Chase, Columbus.
ba ny.
once firmed in every neighborhood where they
Tweuty-lirst, Jesse S. Norton, Colonel, Ken which we aie imperfectly acquainted and "where ought io lie kept pure.
species of weapon would be at once wrested from
every inhabitant is an enemy. They count, on
But your money into a box if you like, but
are not already established, and that existing so tucky.
That cotrup nm existed, we have the word of their grasp. Besides, we cannot get such weap
uot a Utce-box.
cieties of suitable organization, as Dorcas So
Twenty-second, Wm. E. Gilmore, Colonel, ihe impatience and discontent that will pervade Horace Greeley thiuug'i his paper, an 1
the North, when enormous preparation and heavy Gov. Morgan through his veto mes-aee, who said ons to them. But voices, influence, tbe ability
Books are embalmed minds. Fame is a flower
cieties, Sewing Societies, Reading Clubs and So Camp Worthington, Chillicothe.
cieties, devote themselves, for a time, to the sa
Twenty-third, E. P, Scammon, Colonel, Wes expenses are followed by feeble r-suits. By ma that eighty memnets of that LegiDature received ( to convert their neighbors, to bring back old upon a dead man’s heait.
king demonstrations along a thousand miles of money-for tlieir voles ; Ir- m 11-< words of Grp ne friends to the Uuton patty, arguments in favor
1 be nest penance we can do for envying anoth
cred sert ice of ibeir country; that energetic and tern Virginia.
respectable committees be appointed to call from
Twenty-fourth, Jacob Ammon, Colonel West frontier, they will attempt to confine the contest C. Bionson, speaking in the West Washington of.a slavebolding community liv.ng iu uniou with er a ine>it, is to endeavor to surpass it.
to the Dord. r states, where they will protect them Market CasP, and from John Mi Kean and Wm.
It is astonishing how keen even ignorant peobouse to house and store to store, to obtain con- ern Virginia.
tribultious in materials suitable to be made up,
T.venty-fifth, James A. Jones, Colonel, West selves against defeat by always declining to fiotit Curtis Noyee ; and these men only spol<-> the a non-s aveh Jdiug, these are the forces v hich pie aie iu discovering imaginary affronts.
on equal terms. There will be no great and de universal voice of ihe press of New York, Repub we must aid, aud to enable them to use these wo
or money for the purchase of such matt-riis ; ern V irginia.
I hat man cauuot ne your friend who will not
that collections be made iu churches aud schools
Twenty-sixth, Edward P. Fy ffe, Co’onel, Wes cisive battles, if the rebels can help it, except by lican and Democratic.
must supply weapons. And low is the time for allow you to teach him anything.
tbe impru leuce of our commanders.
Wanted to know—whether the volume ofsound
and factories aud shops, for the same purpose ; tern Virginia.
Ammig the fi-st charges of corruption made
J bis being their plan, our method of conduct w-,s that if the Brooklyn Fi-rry Bill. The fare it. '1 be Nuilh should make its voice heard by has yet been touud.
that contribution boxes be placed in postoffices
Twenty-seventh, Jo n W. Buller, Colonel,
It d tec nut follow that Rome was built iu the
ing the war must look not so mm h to the win- between Mw Yoik and Biooklyo was iw > cm is ; the Union men of the South. It should enable
newspaper offices, railroad aud telegraph offices, Missouri.
public houses, steamboate and ferry boats, and iu
Twenty-eighth, August Moody, Colonel, Wes ning of great battles as to the seiz lre and hold itie people ol Brookly n appropriated $20 000 them to Say “1 be North have cut loose from Ab* night, because it wasn't built iu the day.
ing ol i m port an I strategic and cum inerci a I points. through ti e Qomtn m Council, for engineering a olmouists—let us cut loose from secessionists.”
All disease 6peak to us solemnly and eloquent*
all other suitable places, labled “ For the sick tern Virginia.
and wounded ;*’ and all loyal women meet ai
Twenty ninth, Lewis P. Bradley, Colonel, We must advance seawafd and transfer our most bill thro’ the L-gislature to teduce tlint fate to In North Carolina, iu Georgia, in Louisiana, ly, except the itumn ague.
active military operations to the cotton s'ates one cent. Ttiia money, timh nbtedly, went to
A rich youug lady should be art archer, forth®
such convenient times and places ue may be Camp Giddings. Jefferson.
agreed upon in each neighborhood or social cir
Thirtieth, Hugh B. Ewing, Colonel, Western 11 we c n take Charleston, Savannah. Mob.le, purchase the seventy-six votes necessary to car throughout the Southern States, Union men can beud her beau as she pleases.
and New Orleans, and open these ports, main ry that measure.
should be encouraged and strengthened at once.
L rge men are less quarrelsome than liltleor.es;
cle, to work upon the materials which shall be pro Virginia.
Thirty-first, Moses B. Walker, Colouel, Ken- taining a vigorous blockade elsewhere on ihe
cured.
l’he New Ymk City Railroad scheme was the Ihis idea ought not to be lost sight of for anin- i he largest ol all oceans is the i’ac fic.
southern coast, we can afford to leave the rebel- gigantic corruption. Tlieir Sixth, Severnb and
A public speaker, like a buuting-dog, should
Every woman in tbe country can, at.tbe least, t icky.
biuut. Tbe hue must be drawn distinctly between give
careful attention to his points.
knit a pair of woolen stockings, or, if uot, can
Thirty-second, Thomas II. Ford. Colouel, Wes in other respects to the natural conseq ie„Ces of Eighth avenue railroads traverse tbe city up and
men who are for the Union aud tbe Constitution
tlieir hdlv. They would, in that case, be com down
Teuuysou says that every s-n is full tf life.—
purchase them. In each town let there be con tern Virginia.
The cars seat forty, hut for morning and
cert on this subj ct taking care that three or our
Tniri.y third, Joshua Sill, Colonel, Catnp Mor pelled to withdraw so large a part of thrir for evening travel are compelled to Carry sixty or aud meu who are tor abolition in epile of Union Lie should have excepted the Dead Sea.
ces from the border states that ,he defense of seventy, at great personal risk and inconvenience or Constitution.
Treat your euemms as if they would soma
sizes are provided. Fix upon a place for receiv row, Portsmouth.
ing, and a dale when the package shall be trans
Thirty fourth, A. Saunders Piatt, Colonel, the frontier would be comparatively easy while They are said to double their investments every
If the North shows, what is beyond doubt tLe time or other be yuur friends.
the necessity of attempting to rstake t e chief six mouths, and they are the most profitable in
mitted, aud send it as soon as possible to the Western Virginia.
It is only those that have done nothing, who
most convenient of tbe depots of the Commission.
Thirty-fifth, Thomas Vandervier, Colonel, cotton shipping Cities, which had been wrested vestments in the country. We-d owns $60 000. truth, i hat the ovei whelming majority hero is can lat.cy they can do everything,
from them, would bring on battles the |(>ss of and Geo. Law the greater pari of the rest. J he forlueold U non as it was, against ail disorgan
Description’ of articles Most Needed.— Kentucky.
i ancy ruus most furiously wbeu a guilty con
WOuld be fatal t0‘keir hopes. necessities of the illy demand that other roads izes, emancipationists and pseudo reformers, if science drives it.
Blankets for single beds; quilts of cheap mate
Thirty-sixth, Geo. Crook, Colonel, Western Whr'v
— [Tv. Y. World.
r
rial, about seven feet long by fifty inches wide ; Virginia.
,li is with love as with apparitions. Every one'
should be built, but it is tor the interests of Law we can send Southward a shout of victory over
knit woolen socks; woolen or canton-flannel bed
Thirty seventh, Edward Sibert, Colonel, Wes
and Weed that they should not be built. 'I he our own revolutionists, which shall be heatd in talks ol tt, but lew hate ever seen it.
gowns, wrappers, under shirts aud drawers, tern Virginia.
Very lew persons have sense enough to despise
The Protectorate cf Mexico.
people of New York had been trying for some to the heart oi the South, we shall do more to de
small hair and feather pllows aud cushions for
Thirty-eighth, Edwin D. Bradley, Colonel,
The telegraph has made frequent mention of get bills through for the building of other roads. throne rebellion thau ail the threats of freeing the praise ot a fool.
No uaau has a right to do as be pleases, except
Kentucky.
wounded limbs; slippers.
the slaves will accomplish ia a generation. The
1'bis was pot pleasant to Weed.- Law & Co
Delicacies for the sick—such as farina, ar
Thirty ninth, J. Groesbeck, Colonel, Missouri. late, of the expedition which the E iglish, French
Mr. L»w goes to Albany wiih tbe 'Gridiron Uuion mea of the Southern Slates are looking when he pleases to do right.
row-root, corn-starch, cocoa, condensed milk, and
Love is a compound of honey and gall, mixed
Fortieth, J. Crauor, Colonel, Camp Chase Col and Spanish governments were fitting out against Bill’ in bis pocket, a consolidated bill embracing anxiously from hour to hour for arguments in f..*
Mexico, but little has been given of the details tbe right to build on all ’he available routes in vor of the Uuiou by which they can overcome in various proportions for customers.
nicely dried fruit—can be advantageously dis- umbus.
Forty-first, Wm. B. Qazeu, Colouel, Camp of the plan. From the L indon Morning Post the city. The object of Law, Weed & Co. was tbe enemies of the country, l'he only cry ,8i
Fasbiutiahle people are apt to starve their hap;
tiibuted by ihe Commission. Jellies should be
carefully prepared to avoid fermentation, and Wood, Cleveland.
to get this bill passed, sb they could command ‘ the North is abtftitiouist, and we cannot unite piness, iu order to feel their vanity.
the
organ
of
the
British
Ministry,
and
therefore
Religion of the heart may truly and justly be
Forty-second, J. A. Garfield, Camp Chaser
most securely packed. Many articles of clothing
and build the other roads or not, as they pleased; with abolitionists.
It is no time lor us to dis
official, we gather the following items regarding that they could occupy the routes by tlieir legal cuss whether they have any ground for their as called the heart of religion.
have beeu injured, in packages heretofore sent Columbus.
It seems a bard case that, when a man dies hi®
to the Commission, by the breaking of jars and
Forty-th'rd, J. L, K Smith, Colouel, Camp it. The three governments named have long right, so as to prevent others building them, and sertion. Let us frankly acknowledge that there
bottles. Over every vessel containing jelly strew Chase, Columbus.
had heavy claims against Mexico, which they injuring their vested interest, in their roads.— has beeu much abolitionism al the North, and better half is entitled to only a third.
A mau is most likely to fall down upon the ice
white sugar to the depth of half an inch, and
Forty-fourth, -------- , Colone , Camp Clark, have been unable to collect, although they claim How should they do it ? Under the State Con’ now, with one heart, drive it out of our midst.
paste stoat paper (not braudied) over the mouth. Springfield
stitution of 1846, iu order to protect ’he people Then we can tell tbe friends of Government at ji when he veatureaupoc it slip-shed.
Jellies sent in stone bottles arrive in best condi
Fortj*fifth, A. C. Voris, Lieut. Colonel,----- that Mexico has had fuuds enough to liq tidate agaiust monopolies, no grvnt could be made to the South, “the North is with you, to put down i The pebbles in our path weary us and make
tion) an 1 there is no difficulty in removing the
them if she had chosen. They therefore are corporation, j int stock company or company every species of rebellion and revolution among ns footsore more than the locks.
contents for use. Every bottle, &c., containing
Most books in these days are like some kind*
Forty-sixth, T. Worthington, Colonel, Camp fitting out a formidable naval expedition for the having the rights of a joint stock company, which ourselves or you. We wili protect your rights
j«llie8 should be labelled. Aromatio spirits and Lynn, Worthington.
the Legislature could not again take away.— as firmly as our own.” Now is the moment to of trees—a great many leaves and no fruit.
Gulf
of
Mexico.
Arriving
there,
they
will
pro

waters, light, easy chairs for convalescents, nice
Furty-sevenib, F. Porschner, Colonel, Western
I hese gentlemen must ev de this provision of do this, when even in Massachusetts, the head
pose negotiations with Mexico, by winch tlieir tbe Constitution and this possible action of f -ly made splints fur wounded limbs, chequer and Virginia.
E2T The last Catholic Telegraph has the folquarters of abolitionism, the leading Republican
back-gammon boards, aud like articles tor tbe
Forty eighth, P. L. Sullivan, Colonel, Camp Consuls shall be established at the principal ture Legislatures. They bethought them of that papers and voters are casting off their abolition lowing:
amusement ot wounded men, books for desulto Dennison.
seaport towns, Vera Cruz, Tampico, &c. They , provision iu the Constitution of fife United States. allies, and seem to invite tbe co-op ration ofthe
“What eyes has General Rosecfans fixed orr
ry reading, and magazines, especially if iilustra
Forty-ninth, W. H. Gibson, Colonel, Kentuc shall retain onc.haifof the duties thus collected, ,h»t n0. Strtte sha‘i ni»ke a taw impair ng th Democrats 'The movement that is begun may.
Floyd ? Buckeyes, to be sure.
ted. will be useful.
in,,
□
obl
’
»
’
»
”
>
o>
contracts.
I
hen-fore
if
they
cr
nld
be
judicn
usly
carried
on
until
the
entire
North
kyAll articles should be closely packed in wood
’ “
Ir £,,ver“«n*r*’8. and pay . evade this right of the Legislature to annul . wut be for ui don with the Union men of the
Tbe only shoe that never wears out~“Tfc^
Fiftieth, Michael C. Ryan, Colonel, Camp
en boxes, or in very strong wrapped bales, ai d Hamilton, Hamilton.
over the olner hail to Mexico, The Post e&ySj grants of franchises to corporations or compau-> South. Tutu we hope to see a conservative par. rich Irish brogue.-”
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Gen. Reynolds’ Official Report ot the Bat

What is in the Wind?
Overland Expedition fronts California.
The Cause of the War.
jo — c: cc —t cr. w, 35 io
to oo -j ei m w »o -tle of Green Brier.
We are gradually arriving a* the gist of what
The New York Ed) opalitan Record, the or
Our lust adyi< 04 from California report a mili
t~ 2 < U 2 2 o 2 c: "C d G 7?
=
?s
5?
Headquarters First Brigade,
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the
radical
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flat
Republican)
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movement
on
foot
which,
whe'n
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gan of Archbishop Hughes, Lms a very able ar
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Army < f Occupation, W lst Va.. >
S* —
~ rrmean
bv
a
war
fur
the
Union,
the
Constitution,
connection with ihe con ten-p fore d Eurt. 11 tm u a p • ®
ticle, (Said to have been written by the Arch
Blkwatkr, Oct 4, 1861. J
S 3 •
C
O
and'he Enforcement, of the Laws. It is a war
letveniion in the t {fairs of ft'txico. uppais of
EDITED BY L. HARPER.
bishop) in a late issue, in reply to one of Dr. the utmost moment. General Sumner h is sta
for the extermination of.slavery. The daily is Geo. S, Ilartsujf, Mss t A'/j I General:
sues of the New Yoik Tiibime, the most infltien
Sir—Un the night of the 2d ot October, at 12
«e IS A PRKEMAN WHOM THE TRUTH MAKES NSfR. Brown-son’s in his Qwadttly Review, in which led. is about to marc an a:n.y ot 6 50(1 (non
tial and the most wtd.-ly-eirtminted of the class o'ckC’t, 1 Started from the summit ot Cte.t
negro slavery is a,-signed as the cause of the 100(1 t f which are regulat e, ovei'ai d It EiP-so. 3
ol papers alluded to, cot.tain abundant evidence Muuulaiu. lo make attainted teconuoissai.ee if
MOUNT VERNONY OESIO:
war. The following extract from the article io with a view to capturing all lire ions auit tt.iltol w hat we assert.
»ar\ stations on Ihe western I) undaty ot T< Xas,
■•poj. PIA«G
the euemy’s position on the Gleen Brier river,
TUESDAY MORNING ........ OCTOBER 22, IStfl. the Record is a pointed refutation of the Atoll- foo'-n Pert Yuma to Fort Itge.
We take a few sentences from the hibune of twelve miles in advance. Gur force consist,d of
tion absurdity:
Taken in connection wilt the reported a quies
[ burgday last, as specimen uf what daily appears Howe's Bittciy, 4th regular artillery, Loomis'
• 'U3A\3f -f q2n[J
---ie.11*. oi
—W
in the columns of that journal: “We may jet Battery, Michigm Volunteer aitdiery. pan of
•'Even our Catholic Dr. Browtison holds that cence of the administration in the pro|0-tU it- c o 25.L. **
The Advance of the Grand Army.
o y.
—t -4T.
o o_:-~
it- qc
a tn
s-- o
— to w> tc to g *72
have one or two more Presidential and Congress- Baum's batiery, Virginia Volunteer aruleij, 24 h
The Ribelx lave relreaud to Fairfax Court J slavery is the cause ot ib.e war. 'I h>s happens tf-rveiition ci England. Frame ai d Spun, in tin'••uojunig uiuitsfuag C.T
u cz ii - g
X c w <r.
ot• r a: ts w « to O' tn
lot) .1 declarations that slavery is to be upheld 25th and 32d Ohio regiments, Jth. 94t, 14-b,
to be simply impossible, except iii lie sen^ethat affairs of Mexico, this expedition, it the report
ClOtcyfois-.
?TfLLiac-)S:(X«0Wl3*-=:C>O5«)*0U:
House, and are .-uppi Fed to ba in full retreat ft r i a man’s carrying money on his person is the be true, is In!) of significa ice.
while,.the Union is restored, vet it is just as p'ait, 15th and 17th Indiana regiments, (the last four
I; is not to be disguised that the action of the
as preaching that, if the rebellion >s persisted in. being reduced by continuous hard servi,e and
Manassas. ’J he Federal Grand Army is aread-; cause of his being robbed on the highway. Sla
~ -J tfi. !
•I|Bqsj«W’O H,i°r
either slavery or the Union must go down.’’— sickness to about halt regiments,) parts of R >bJy udiai.cing. A battle is hourly expected,—j very existed since the Declaration of Indepen European governments, in this Mexican matter,
The latter cause indicates what is to be nr rather nsou s Company of Ohio, G eenfield’s Reserve
has created a feeling of profound distrust aud
dence
and
before.
And
if
it
ever
could
have
been
"U8AV03
'vj
uitucfusg
There are to be no mere Ball Kuu retrea’s on ourI
LU « tC S3 ------- ~ (JP-T tOOCTC —
is already the motto of the anti-slavery Unionist. and Bracken’s ludtuna Cavalry — in alt about
C-. O i:3 O, (3 JT. A I?. O 3T. V3 o t-i
CL
. t3 S3 3L
the cause of civil war among the peoples aud anxiety in this country. Not sjn.urii because
who were calling out so lustily a few days ago in five thousand. Milroy’s 9th Indiana dr ve in’
aide.
States of the Union, or of the Colonies, that civil advantage may be taken of our occupation with
Ohio for a Union of all parties in one party f<n the enemy's advanced pickets, and deployed ttf
war should have broken out sav eighty or one rebels to accomplish designs which would never
■3
uoj
)
suijv
'A\
u^llHAl
-1 t,-.. — —, -n ft, -4 oc
rO C3 X
ci-icicic/e-hSo gugua^ccigtacicMte
•‘a vigorous and continued prosecution cl the our tight, orivmg the thciuy ou that flank intd
THE OCTOEER STATE ELECTIONS. hundred and twenty years ago. Slavery, there, have been pressed were we fit e to re.-ent them,
but because of complications with those govern
war for the Uni-m.'’
fore, is not the cuuse of the war.
his • ntrenebmeuts.
•Tssjoq
-0
' : - C3 to —
Jt, ZFx to 30 a or CC — W S3 S3 CT5 S3 I
Again, the Tribune graciously says.—“We do
ments which may ensue, grow ing out of the un
c ti ci to 3. a x ci — r: — ®
® 51 1
Kimballs l4th Indiana war advance-5 directly
In Ohio the majority for the Fusion ticket
not of course indicate any time, past or future, to the enemy s front and right, to drive his ad
settled state of the fit ntier between Mexico, and
A Good Victory.
ia about 50,000 The Democracy have pre
when
'he
fad
that
slavery
is
the
deadly
foe
ol
the
•ssutiojj
"AS
sSrosf)
Texas.
Once
installed
as
protectors
of
Mexico,
vanced regiments from a position suitable f'»r
c;
in---r,-iJ ,p- .'i C3 O
ai-;
5 g w 13
J? e-4 CO The election of don. M. B. Lowrv of Erie,
—I
3-~ 13 13
V3
served their glorious organization intact ; and Pa,, in the State Senate. is a great triumph of the three powers could justly complain oft e in
Union, should have been or should he r-cogniz d our artillery : ibis was soon done in gallaut
—
3
2,
and
acted
on
by
the
Government.
”
This,
the
in this result alone they have cause for gratnla pr-nciple, against gieaf adds. Mr. Lowry has roads of the A pncl.es at d C< mam I e--. and the in
style, and our batteries promptly took their posi
_____ _r3TO'Toa>'%--w»3S3e!»otnm ............ XajRI 'H qdssof
Tricune. having learned a little caution from tions with u about seven hiiuiired yards of the
lion—for the most desperate and insidious efforts proclaimed hiinselt in favor of disposing of th’s ability of our government to restrain them, whire
the eff-ct of its “Onward to Richmond'' cry enirenchm mts and opened fire. Some of ihe
claiming possession of the whole boundary.—
were made by the whole force for their mongrel rebellion by disposing of the cause of it. and for
'P[OMStJ0 fltlAR ^
-1 3. 3, V -17 _3iiT'i.'rlC:t3UitOtCe:e3 —
thinks might “ savor of dictation.” But, as “ for enemy’s guns were visible and others concealed.
I bis u a ter, trill.ng at it app'srs. n igh le made
3;
T 3 O IL (3 U
— C: C-. iC -1 33 3- 33
opponents ami recreant seceders to break down this he has been most bitterly and persistently the occasion tot recognizing the Sou hem Cotevery thing there is a time and a season,” Gree We disabled three of his guns, made a thorough
opposed. B it he hasiritnnp' e , and the people
••90U3JJ0J,
uqof
ley says " it is now time to set forth the vita
and utterly destroy the only true constitutional of the 27lh Senatorial lfo-triet<i that Sta’e hon tederacy, and it also must not be forgotten that,
recOnonissance, and after having fully and suc
s?
33 S t3
» 2 - o cr. ® <x> rr '
3. 3 ti 303 3. i 31 3 3 S "
J
truth, tor the country must have accepti d and re cessfully accomplished the object of the nxp< d.Bnd sincere Union party in the country, so that ored themselves in honoring him—Cleveland nt the speculations of the London pte.-s respect
•itiz d it before the Government can safely act inm, retired leisurely and in good order lo Cheat
ing the cotton famii e. it was intimated more
the irrepressible disenionists might proceed ns Leader, Oct 14.
qaiij'Af z^T
upon it.”
M.miiiain. arriving at sundown, having marched
than once that perhaps cotton might find its way
Mr. Lowry’s “principle” eonsis’ed'in declaring to England through Texas and Mexico. This
they please and carry out their diabo ical
What is that “ vital tru’h," which it is now twenty-four miles, and been under the enemy's
----poog
qntsof
S3 3- -Jt3 ^-'S-OTOOO-’T^KtDIOCJ * C- Ol
»ime tu set. forth, in order that the country tn iv fire four hours. 'The enemy's fi rce was about
schemes, without any power to question their himself in favor of abolishing slavery in the was considered cbimerinal at the time by the
accept and realizs it, so that the Government nttie thousand, aud we distinctly saw heavy rein
conduct and bring them to account. Our politi Southern States. The Leader was the first pa American press, and may indeed he so. but the
can si-f !y act upon it ? It is this—'hat slaver forcements of iiitantri and ariiilety arr.ve, while
proposed
seizure
of
Mexico
at
this
juncture
does
per
which
hoisted
the
name
of
David
Tod
for
cal em'mies have failed this time, as they always
...... flltnig 'S T s"lI’0llL
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must be exterminated or the Union cannot be we w, re in Iront of the wotks.
not look as though the English and French gov
have before and always sliaH in their most siren- Governor.
saved.
ernments have given'up all hope of securing a
We took thirteen prisoners. The numb r of
‘
"
S8
1!IV
S
!
AB
G
30
S3
---The Tribune is by no means alone in protnul- killed and woumfod could not be accurately as
cons eiforts to annihilate us. We will meet them The Great Kanawha Valley Flood—Salt certain modicum ot this staple by ibis means.
(3 3. ►- 3 Cl 3. C3 = - r a
gat tig this doctrine. It is to b- met wi h in
The prop-sed expedition of General Sumner
certained, but from those actually counted in the
Attain; in whatever shape or shapes they may as
Works—Incidents-Lusses, &c.
most every issue of every newspaper t'f Republ - field, ai d estimated in the trenches winch could
and his arntv, it appears, then, is to effect the
•loony souioqj,
».Soi-i-i - Miro’ctooietcftasume, and make them to fully understand that Correspondence of the Cleveland Herald.
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can antecedents, tu sermons and in,literary peri be seen from ihe heights, it is believed the num
following important o' j-els :
Gallipolis, Oct. 6, 1861.
it is wholly impossible to crush Democracy.—
odicals The no st stienuous efforts are making ber reached at least three hui.dnd. Our loss
1. The 8> curing of Arizona end New Mex'en
"XaujiqM HBAk
Not having seen any detailed account of the to the Federal flag, no matter what the final is
ilanv Democratic counties did remarkably well,
to imbue the whole Northern mind with it. The wus st.rpri.-ing email—etgh’ killed and thirty-two
design is gradually developing tlselfto make this wounded, mast of them slightly—the proximity
showing that, if diligent efforts had been made ravages ot the late terrible flood in the Kanawha sue of this cot {Let.
- t-1
valley and its tributaries, 1 give von a few inci
qnrj pnreQ
war what the secessionists tn the beginning charg of our batteries to tl e euttenebments causing
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to pnl our entire strength throughout the State, dents, partly front my own observation and partly
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ed it to be, ami t»v which thev were enabled to many shots to pass over us.
ed bv the rebels, extending f.otn El Paeso to the
we conld have reduced Fusion to small propor from other reliable sources of information.
• -sauop -q snujoqjl c.
gain stwh control over the minds of the South
Gulf of Mexico.
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Very respectfully, etc..
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T he Kanawha River is formed some ninety five
tions. We lost large'y by the absent Volunteer*
ern people—namely, an Abolition War. Such a
3. The actual possession of the boundary line
J. J. REYNOLDS,
miles
above
where
it
empties
into
the
Ohio
by
war will doubtless consolidate ihp Scutb.and 'be
between Texas and Mexico, to prevent otlon be Cm
Brig.-Gen. Commanding.
cot being allowed to vote—much more so in this
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■ . i the junction of the Gauley and New llivers, arid lt.g sent, overland to the latter country, at d to
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dissolution of tin Union or the fir.nl separation
Geo S. R >se. Ass’t Adj’t Gen.
respect than our oyponents-as a large majority . fl
ong of (he I)r(ttie8t ahd
ferti!e
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. f the Nori hern and Southern States, in order to
avoid complications with the intervening pow
The following is the rflicial report of the kill
of the men in the ranks are Democrats.—The valleys under the sun. For variety and beauty ers glowing out of the .possible inroads ot sa'a
"J33JQ H0SU4PH J}
avoid the depopulation aud ruin of both set lions, ed and wounded among the O lio troops:
S3 • - cc < 3 — nc — o ;
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Western Reserve voted immensely for the so- of scenery I have revet- seen its tqttal. The ges r.n the Mexican territory.
will become only a questionot’lime.— Ohio States
Howe’s Battery—Killed—Francis Et owright,
4. Placing the Government again in commitman.
called “Union” ticket, showing that they were width of this valley varies from one-half to three
private.
••• nmqoivg eaptiqo
miles The country on either side for an indefi nication with the Union loving German pnpu'uWounded — Michael F. Andrews, Lance Cor
numerously at horse up there. — We will endea nite distance is very rugged and inountainouetior. of Western Texas, who. we have reason to
Is this a Contractor’s War?
poral ; Cornelius Daniels, private : Andrew
vor to give an abstract of the State vote for Gov and of course it is but little cultivated. Pre. believe, are willing to take np arms for the old
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A gentleman direct from Washington states to Dougherty, private, severely, since died ; Geo.
yi w- 00 V”vious to the Rebellion, this valley furnished a flag, and help to re-aesert the authority of the
ernor in next week’s Banner,
us,
that in a conversation with a leading Repub L. R ce, seveiely ; Juo. Ledwidge, private, se
vast
amount
of
produce
—
wheat,
corn,
pork
and
Federal Union in the Southwest.
In Pennsylvania, the Democracy have made
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lican of that city, and who occupies a prominent verely
tobacco—for exportation. But aside from this,
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great gains in every county so far as we beard the chief wealth of the Kanawha Valley has con
Twenly-fiifth Ohio—Wounded—John Everas is the great expedition about to sail South,
position in his party, be put the question to him: inghatn. private, company E. tduh'Iy; Alex.
•SJMaq
PJABQ <3 i~.
from, ana it is thi tight they have carried the sisted in its extensive Salt Wotks, which, I am that of General Sumner is baldly less so. Un
c. — JVj550i-Si>-^c»eu-J00O«c>t»-<5CT»03«>00w
When will there be a big fight over the Poto Pemberton, private, company E. sliglitJy ; Mich
8tate and elected a majority of Representatives told, are principally owned by secessionists who less there is some sad blundering, he cannot tail
mac?” The ans wer wus : “There will he no ael Mulgrove, company E. slightlv.
to succeed, as the military posts are now held by
>>3J ’
to the General Assembly. The returns come in live in Eastern Virginia.
•ttonoj JA lowing
TwetiU-foiirih Ohio—Kited—John Riddle,
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fight. This is a o i.tractoi's war. ai d they don't
From the products of these Salt Works the a few unarmed Texans. The guns and ammuni
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slow, in consequence of the Democratic success.
company B. by a six pound shot ; Corporal MtMississippi Valley has, up to the time of the Re tion have been taken east, and no force nt the
want
the
war
to
end
soc-ti.
”
The
Cincinnati
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Catin companv B. bv a six pound shot.
All hail to the Old Keystone!
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bellion, been principallp supplied. Owing to command of the rebel Governor can reach there
! §!
Commercial seems 'o be impressed tty that idea
Wounded — J fott Bailey, comtan B, private;
In Indiana the Democracy have done remark our blockade this, as well as Salt from most oth in time to save them. Should an expedition be
judging from the following which appeared edr Chris'. Rt iuer. companv B. private, ai d Wil
er
sources,
has
been
cut
off
from
finding
its
way
—
to
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fitted out it, would cost so much in transportation
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liam F. Fuller, cotapanp, F. private ; all slightly.
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into the Southern States : hence the great efforts from the immense distance to lie traversed . that
In Iowa and Minnesota the Republicans have
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carried the day. but it seems with reduced major tl:e Kanawha Salt Works. So scarce has f alt be erates, and would create a diversion of theirfir— 04 to
pressure to the square inch that won Id bt- requir
Who Owned the Cataline ?
tc to GC 3C O Fj’ c; S- 'O (5 IG O O o Q
ed at present lo force the truth into the honest
come, even in Eastern Virginia, that as I am in ces of too great ad vantage to us. It successful
itics.
There was much dispute at one time, shortly
Affdirs in Missouri.
understanding ot the President of the United after the burning of the s‘eamer Cataline, as to
formed, it is sold in Richmond at seven dollars this expedition will he a fire in the rear which Unfavorable Rumors from the Blockad
States Unfortunately, it has cime to pass in ! who owned the vessel. If I am not much misSt Louis, Oct 15.
ing Fleet off New Orleans.
a bushel, or over $35 per barrel. I am more and the Confederate traitors will find it hard lo put
Significact Fact.
A guard of twenty Federal Ira >p-, slitioi.ed these latter days (which it.t lude an indefinite ! irtken. the records of the Congressional Cimmi'Baltimore, Oct. 13.
It is a significant fact, that all the papers nlore convinceh every succeeding day that a kind out.—A”. K. IFot/c’.
at B g River Bridge, on the Iron Vlounlaiu road, number of Administrations) that the President tee have made that matter clear. 'The owner < t"
T1 e Norf lk Examiner, of Monday, which has between fifty and fifty miles south of here, were
which sustain party in this crisis and however Providence is frowning upon this gigantic rebel
they professedly support the Administration will lion, f ir what the two contending armies had Sufferings of Our Soldiers in Western Vir been received by a flag of truce, contains a dis cap uFed by a bunt of rebels Monday night, and is walled in from the people, and only permitted the Cataline wits Hon. 0. B. Matteson, of Uti< ft,
to hear the tru h at rare intervals. He 8 sur. who purchased be- tor eight thousand dollars.
patch dated New Orleans. 12tn, stating that a the bridge burned.
not forego an organization in opposition to it, are not destroyed in their devastating tread up this
giniarounded bv an atmosphere made up of the ex Nihortly afierwards. he sold Iter to ft company of
naval engagement had taken place it the head
unfriendly to Gen. Fremont. True, some papers beautiful valley, he has sent one ot the most des
The people of Cincinnati are getting roused up
halations of the hangers-on about the Capital— four persons, viz: Thurlow Weed. J hn E. DevRenick. Oct. 15.
of the Passes, bn the night of the 11th, lasting
of a different order are unfriendly to him, but truclive floods upon record to sweep away.
The train on the N. M R. R. from St. Louis the peddling politicians — the sycophants of pow elin. 0. B. Matteson and Gilbert C. Davidson.
For two days, the 25th and 26th of September, to the necessi ties of our poor suffering soldiers an hour, and was afterward renewed.
there is no break in the class referred to. There
was stopped at this place yesterday morning, by er—ihe beggars of the crumbs that fall trom of These gentlemen mid Mr. Matteson eighteen
They have called,
is special significance in this fact and a signifi the Ohio River at this place presented such a in Western Virginia.
Also the following dispatch :
a party ot thirty armed secessionists, and six ficial tables—and the rested the sediment and thousand dollars for (he boat, ibe sum of the
cance worthy the attention of the Administration scene as I hope never to witness again. Houses, through a proclamation by Mayor Hatch, upon
For? Jackson, Oct. 12.
recruiting officers on b->ard taken prisoners.— froth of the usual quadrennial National boil.—
barns,
mills,
bridges,
fences,
hay
and
wheal
and its tried friends.—Sandusky Register.
Last night. I attacked the blockaoers with my The rebels then searched the train, but. for un This atmosphere, so offensive to good citizens, purchase money being divided into four notes,
utacks, tobtcco warehouses, cattle, horses, &c., all families to furnish blankets, quilts, socks, or
each for four thousand five hundred dollars.—
There are several “significant facts’’ concern without number, rushed by ns, borne onward by any kind of garments, to keep life in the brave little fleet. 1 succeeded, after a very short strug known reason, did not enter the express car, in asphyxiates the President and renders him dim Each of the four gentlemen named became the
gle,
in
driving
them
all
aground
on
the
sontfcwhich there were three hundred Enfield rill; s of sight and hard of hearing. The lightnings cf indorser of three notes' aud the maker of one.
teg the action* of Gen. Fremont. One is that the resistless flood. So rapid was the rise in the boys. At a meeting held on Wednesday even
lW() p,0XP8 op mjj|Iary clothing, destined tor civil war have not yet disturbed and purified this j Shortly after this purchase was made, the boat
his illegal and impolitic proclamation for the free Kanawha that, as it poured out its maddened ing. a statement of the condition of the troops west pass bar, except the Preble, which I suuk. i
I
captured
a
prize
from
them
;
and
after
they
Nebraska. Two of ihe captured officers were re atmosphere.
tide
into
the
Ohio
at
Point
Pleasant,
four
miles
I was chartered to the Government By this specing of slaves in Missouri didn’t “take” with any
above here, it dammed up the Ohio, forcing the was made by Col. Thcs. Fold, of the 22d regi. were fast in the sand. I peppered them well.— leased on the spot, and three o’hers a few hours j “ There are t(^b great forces encamped at ; illation, Matteson appears to have made five
portion of the people in the North, except such accumulating masses of buildings, bridges logs, tnent, as follows :
Thpre were no casualties on our side. It was a afterward. No shots were fired and nobody hurt. I Washington. Without the city are the circle of
thousand five hundred cedars clear, besides re
complete success.
as were Abolitionists; and public opinion oblig stacks, &c., several miles np the river. These
St. Joseph, (Jet. 14
forts and encampments of the soldiers. Within taining om-fourth intere-t in the lucrative chat
He bad been called before them very nnex
(Signed)
HOLLINS.
Eighty of M j >r James's Cavalry, at Cameron, it, the camp followers ; the contractors of all dc ter which he and his confreres were enabled to
ed the Administration to instruct Fremont to ; masses were so solid in places as to enable per pec«edly, and had no ol j<>ct in stating anything
New Orleans, Oct. 13.
on Saturday came upon two hundred and fifty grees ; the tribe of thieves, a vast multitude.— obtain.— Wash Cor. A’ I’. Times.
modify bis proclamation so as to accord with the sons to walk entirely cross the Ohio River dry. but. the truth. He fully endorsed all that had
At Charleston, Va., sixty miles up the Kanawha,
The force cf the Federal fleet was forty-five or three hundred rebels in a cornfield, twenty While the defenders of the Government tit arms,
The burning of the boat was a big speculation,
law of Congress. Another is that a certain class the river rose eleven feet higher than was ever been stated by Mr. Mill r. but said he had not
told half the truth. Condition of some of the teg guns and nearly one thousand men, while the lit miles south of C unerott, in Ray county. 'The shelter the Capital from the bandits of secession, ! It wr.s a swit dfo to charter her as was done On
of papers, like the Register, are sorely “put out’’ known before almost completely submerging the intents in Western Virginia could not be imag He Con fede rate Mo.-quilo fleet was sixteen guns ! advance guard of time routed them, they seeking the blood suckers are-in undisturbed possession.! ly thieves could have been concerned tn such %
about the failure of Fremont’s abolition scheme, town. Had it not. happened that the Eik River, ined, much less described. " I was through the and three h tttidred men. It is reported that, out' ; refuge tu thp timber. 'Our guard was reinforced While the bird of Jove is alof, with the glitter straiiaction.— Ciu. Com.
and indulge their resentment by bitting at the which flows into the Kanawha on the uorth of Mexican war,” said the Colonel, “with both di iron steamer sunk tup Preble with her iron plow- liy thirty, when they completely drove them ftorn ! of thunderbolts surrounding him, the deadliest
that section, killing eight and taking five prison of his enemies are sheltered under his wings.
I Charleston, being swollen some three feet htgbCommander Hollins arrive,d last rdght.
Administration and public opinion in this mat-, ; er than the Kanawha the whole town would have visions of the army, ai d thought 1 had there been
Soldiers Having a Good Timo.
Now, while we have an army of near two hun
'The names of eighteen wounded rebels, at ers. Four Federals were wounded ; none killed.
made familiar with human si ff-ring in all its
ter over the shoulders of the Democracy—not i been swept awav. The damage to the town forms, but 1 tell yon candidly, 1 have seen more Santa Rosa, are also given.
On Saturday night, we understand, about two
Our cavalry were at first fired on by seventy- dred thousand men at. Washington, and when the
five men. One Lieutenant has thirty two bill season and the lime tor action have fully come, hundred soldiers, tired of the restraint of ■•amp
having the manliness to declare their displeas even now is immense. Large brick blocks skirt, suffering on Cheat Mountain, within the past five
Baltimore, Oct. 15.
let holes in his clothes, and six scratched his the contractors folk of delay, even of going into life, broke out of Camp Chase and scattered over
ure and disappointments boldly and unequivoc ing the river have been undermined aud are fall weeks, than I did in all the Mexican campaign.’
Another dispatch, dated New Orleans, expres skin.
winter quarters, and wearing out the enemy by th‘ country for a ‘ lark.” Some of them went on
ing down.
He said he had seen it rain on the mountain in ses the belief that a sufficient force can be or
ally. The U. S. Attorney General has declined
Atcheson, Oct. 1 3.
But the crowning devastation in the upper val cessantly for forty-eight hours, the water freezing
vailing and watching—leathing, as Longfellow a f itagtn - expedition, carrying desol lion to
ganized
to
capture
the
whole
Federal
fleet
in
its
The statement made in Eastern papers that a would have it, ‘to labor and to wait.’ This will ituint a poultry yard and woe to the heart f many
that the retention of Gen. Fremont in bis com ley is that of the Suit Works. Out ot several as it fell, and that the men had done duty when
present di-abled condition.
party of secessionists attacked one of the over not do. Whatever force is necessary to bring a fanner's wife. Others laid in a supply of whis
mand is a public crime, and Secretary Cha«e is : hundred establishments, I am told only four re the horses around them died from exposure. He
'Ihe rebel fleet was under command of Com land coaches is utterly false. 3 hey run “’ith the facts into immediate contact with the Pres
ky ; and others ypt improved the occasion by ma
said to have pronounced it a public evil: yet the , main umcathed by the flood. Very many are in complimented the Guthries highlv. pronouncing modore Hollins.
great regularity, and without trouble from any ! deatial organs of sense, will, must be employed. king social call; on the farmers’ households.—
utter ruin*. Not only all the salt ou hand, but the regiment one r f the best in the field, and oue
Register and ail of its sort, must assail the De-! the manufactories, were swept away. 1 cannot
to inform the highest authority definitely, and One party made a descent on a meeti* g house,
that Cincinnati had just cause to he proud of.— The Fotcmac Lined with Rebel Batter
mocraey for the opinions of its friends 1
with all necessary weight and penetration, that and at the close of the service drove off all the
see how the people in that part ot Western Vir He indigr.autly repeled the charge that they or
ies—Sharp Fighting.
the policy of rendering the war subservient to the young men and “sparked” the girls home them
ginia are to avoid starvation the coming winter. anv of them, were drunken or dissolute, and did
Missouri State ConventionW
ashington. Get.
15.
—
The
rebels
have
contractors has been pursued to the extremesi selves in a novel manner. Every damsel was at.
They have nothing to eat for man or beast, not believe that three gallon o‘ liquor could be
St. Louis, Oct. 16.
Characteristic.
verge of public endurance. The notion of wait tended by a military swain on each side, and an
and unless the government interposes to feed found in Gen. Reynold’s Camp. He himself had fairly unmasked h •inselves. They have shown
In
the
Convention
yesterday,
an
ordinance,
By a law of Pennsylvania the citizen volun
them, they must starve. The government has been unable to get but one sip of “mountain fLht on the lower Potomac, and disclosed the postponing the State election till the first Mon ing until the rebels can't march, because they other bringing up the rear. The u'most poli'eteers of that State are authorized, at each annu suffered by this flood considerably. A large dew,” at least of the ardent kind, in five weeks ba’tpries so long building. This morning at 11
will have worn out their shoes, and until they ness was shown the young women, hut the young
day in November, 1862, was passed by a vote of
al election, to vote in their camps for State and amount, some three hundred boxes, of army clo and he knew it was impossible for the men to o’t lock, as the Pocohontas was passing Shipping fort.)-nine to one. A resolution was also offered, are shaken to pieces in consequence of the want farmer beaux were roughly ordered to keep their
Point, ten miles below Indian Head, she was
distance.
local officers, and their votes are counted the thing, was wet s.t Charleston, and, I am sorry to get any for love or money. The temperance so seen trom the Yankee, at anchor lour miles authorizing the Governor to is-nio State revenue of quinine, and until their soldiers damage all
Great efforts have hpen made by the military
their good guns, is probably exploded by the
say
it,
by
the
negligence
or
inefficiency
of
some
ciety
there
was
of
the
most
rigid
kind.
same as though they had voted at home. A
above, to throw shells into the woods, Receiv notes to the amount of two million dollars, to be opening of direct trade between the S uth and authorities to discover the culpri'8, and some of
of the officers at that post. Much of this clo
The Colonel said he was glad tn see this move
large majority of the volunteers being Demo thing 1 am told is ruined. The Commissary ment on behalf of the soldieis. Something roust ing no response, she passed on. Presently, the used by the State the same as gold, and to be Europe bv the line of steamers established by them were found out bv the burrs sticking t »their
redeemed in gold at the end of three years, with Y'ancev & Co., the Bermuda being the first ar clothes. Some have been confined to (he guard
crats, as they are elsewhere, they contributed to stores were taken care of in time to save them-- be done for them quickly. They could not wait Yankee's crew observed the woods being cut out interest.
down and falling into the water, at and below
rival. and the probability of regular trips being house, on bread and water fare, while others have
the Democratic successes in that State. The Camp Enyart, twelve miles above Charleston, was till the red tape knots were nntied. “ If you ol Shipping Point, disclosing fortifications and guns
The committee on Militia reported an ordi ’n the cards. Wintering the Grand Army on the been sent to work in the ditches.— Cleveland
volunteer vote decided the election in favor of all under water. Only some six inches of the this city do not send your soldiers clothing.” in position. The Seminole, on going down soon nance for the organization and government of Potomac, if undertaken, will end the war in the Herald.
tops of the tents were visible. The sick and said he, “ you should at least send them spades
several of the Democratic candidates in Phila wounded in that hospital were compelled to be to dig their graves while they are able. Don’t after the Pocohontas. was fired into from guns at the State militia.
overthrow of the Government in one way or an
...........for
. .six
.............
.
......
. shells
„
A memorial was recrived from the United other.”
miles.
Sixty
and shot
delphia. After ascertain!ng this fact, the lead takeu out amid a cold and driving rain and pla be particular about hunting up pantaloons with intervals
A good story is told of a “sell” on the
.counted
bursting
and
falling
near
and
over
!
States
grand
jury,
requesting
the
Convention
to
were
Abolitionists of Galesburg. The town is made
ing Republican journals began to assail the le ced upon rude rafts of boards anti rails, and ta stripes on them, but send the boys something
her She replied with eleven.inch guns, which ' declare all tire county offices vacant which have
up of Abolilionisis, and of course they are the
The Democratic Organization.
gality of the volunteer vote, and demanded that ken to the hills, where they remained all night in that wi’l keep them warm, and send a man with appeared to be ill-directed, and other guns from ' been filled by persons known to be in any wav
their wet clothing. Many of these poor fellows them, or they will never get there. _ He will be
last men to volunteer lo meet, on the battle-field,
The
chief
characteristic
of
the
Democratic
par'
which shell burst among the rebels. 3 he rebels’ i disloyal to the United States Government, and
it should be “counted out”! What a beautiful were subsequently brought down here and are in
received with open arms. I want this man, who guns were qery heavy. It is computed that a such vacancies to be filled by appointments by ty in the past has been its devotion to the Union, the men they have traduced for years. G de»“ No party” arrangement! ! The tfar must be comfortable quarters.
ever he may be,” continued the Colonel.' to see
the Constitution and the laws. In triumph and burg has'sent few if any soldiers to the wir. and
the Governor.
those who have gone are not of the class we
For the information of the friends of our brave one of our big mountain rains, and I here prom dozen nine inch guns are in the neighborhood.
made subservient to Republican politics and poh
The explosion shook the Yankee perceptibly.— ! Additional troops went down the Iron Moun- in def at, in the flush of victory and amid ihe speak. Well, the other day, the railroad con
storms of sectional passion, it has maintained its
sticians, or it, like its predecessors, will he de soldiers in Gen. Rosecrans’ Division in Western ise him to get one up on bis arrival.” Thespeak- The channel is three-quarters of a mile wide at tain Railroad last night
Virginia. I wish to say that hospital accommoda er’s reference to the Guthrie Grays were loudly
It is understood that the Big River bridge was nationality and its allegiance to the fundamental ductor. when his train arrived in Galesburg, told
this point.
nounced by them as an “unholy war.”
tions for some three hundred are now provided at applauded.
_r
burned by a party of rebels from Si. Francis ptinciples of the government. Its history is of them that the U S. officers were drafting in Pe
thia place, and as fast as the si'k and wounded
In conclusion, the Colon d spoke of tho »»
county, headed by a man named Boyce, a mem strugg’es in defense of the Constitution. Its first oria, and would he there next day to draft them
Skirmishing Renewed near Harper's
Be; j. F, Hallett, of Boston, is very soli are able to be removed from their camps, they tern Virginians', whom be characterized as a “la
great conflict was for the preservation of that into the service. Il is said that, next day, ihere
ber of the Stale Convention.
Ferry
government hated and feared by the aristocracy wasn’t a man in Ga'est nrg who was between
citous for the Democratic party to disband, and are brought down here, where every convenience zy, indolent, shiftless and worthless race.” who
Baltimore. Oct. 18.
for their comfort, possible, i3 provided for them. ought, to be swppt from the face of the earth.
of
the old world and the new. In its contests the ages of 18 and 45 years, nnle'is he was a crip
Skirmish
in
Missouri.
its members to unite with the fanatics and trail” Through the kindness of the people at Gallipolis
Above Beverly and Buckhannon there was not a
A gentleman direct from Hatper’s Ferry an'
with
the money power, and the Sectional conflicts ple or ^ick.— Rock Island (111) Argus.
Rolla, Mo., Oct. 16.
ors who together with the Southern Secessionists the large aud beautiful Union School building ha3 good Union roan among them. It was
gooa nou'.ces that the rebels again appeared on Lin which have since ensued, time and events have
Thirty-one
more
of
our
wounded
soldiers
ar
have brought the nation to imminent destruction. been appropriated for this hospital. Thither al Lord, good Devil.” with them alk
den and Bolivar heights this morning and renew
proved the beneficence of its faith, the depth of
McClellan's Home Infantry.
ed the attack on the Union forces under M.-j >r rived from Springfield yesterday. These men re its wisdom, and the purity of its patriotism.
Mr. ri’ill.-tt did all he could, last year, at and af most hourly may be seen our kind hearted ladies
If Gen. McClellan had given the opportunity
port
that
a
sharp
skirmish
took
place
M
in
Jav
wending tbeir way with some token of comfortLatest
Ft
cm
the
Kanawha.
Gould with artillery. Major Gould fired upon
This lime of public danger an i trial is not the < 1 winning a great battle ou Saturday, as seemed
ter the Baltimore Convention, to break up the or delicacy for the poor soldier. '
Mr. Pierce arrived at Ciuciunutti Sunday night them with cannister from the eolumbiad which morning, twenty miles this side af Lebanon, be time for those who have protected the govern probable tor a time on that day, it happens that
Democratic party, but it couid not be destroyed
tween
two
companies
of
mounted
men,
belonging
direct from the headquarters of Gen. Rosecrans. was captured on Tuesday and drove them back, to Major Wright’s Battalion attached to Gen. ment from destruction in the past to falter at a verv vottug lady of this ciiy might hare men
Skirmish near Harper’s Ferry.
Then he was all for the South ; naw he is all for
hut not until thp vandals had burned the mill of
call of the country now. If the men who make tioned in after times that she was boru on the
Mr. P. reports all quiet upon the Kanawha.
Baltimore, Oct. 17.
A. H. Herr. Esq., and took the miller prisoner, Wyman's command, and some 130 rebels—cav up the Democratic party, anti the principles day of her la- her s great victory. 1 his very young
the North. He must be a sectionalism the Dem
alry.
whom they charged withgiving information to the
which distinguish its organization, were the pres
A gentleman from near Harper’s Ferry fur The Commercial says :
ocratic party is for the whole country, and the
Mej. Wright surprised the rebels by an attack ervation and protection of the government in lady and her mother ar' sain to be doing as well
When be left Gauley, 12M., Saturday last, Gen. Union troops of the 12.000 bushels cf wheat be
as could be exgeard.— Cincinnati Commercial^
constitutional rights of each and every section. nishes the particulars of a fight between six
in
the
rear
and
completely
routed
them,
killing
past times they may prove doubly beneficial now. Mth inst.
companies, consisting of parts of the 18th Penn Rosecrans was encamped six mi es distant lrom ing brought there to grind.
There is the main difference between it aud its sylvania, 3d Wisconsin and the 13th Massachu that point, having fa len back from the summit
The firing there was progressing when our in about thirty and taking the same number pris The nationality and conservatism which have
opponents.
setts regiment under command of Col. John Gea of Sewell mountain. It appears that neither ar formant left, and women and children were flee oners. Mej. Wiiglit’s lttss was one killed and distinguished the Democracy in other times of
The Change in the East.
several wounded. Very little firing was done by danger, are more than ever now required to re
ry, and 3,000 rebels. Early yesterday morniu my bad transportation to get the necessary sup ing in great terror to the Maryland shore, in an
Ne.wark,
New Jerst-y. which oas been here
the
rebels.
store union and unity among the d'8-ordftnt ele
CStT The Mt. Vernon Republican of the 10th the rebels showed themselves on Bolivar HeigLtk plies and both had fallen back during the same ticipation of the town being burned. Major
tofore 6trongly Opposition, at the late municipal
night, for c imfort at d better protection. Ihe Gould was throwing shot and shell from the
ments
of the nation. The same principles of po at
Harper
’
s
Ferry,
and
commenced
an
attacinst., has the following remarks on the election
election chose Bigelow, Democrat, M iyor ty the
Skirmish in Kentucky.
lit ical action which would have saved us from civ
irotn artillery with three companies under Mas enemy were encamped twei;ty:six miles from Maryland heights after the rebel*; and was con
in Knox county :
Louisville, Oct.10—Yesterelay afternoon, il war are most likely to restore union, harmony large majority of one thousand six hundred and
jor«J. P. Gould, stationed on the North side of Rosecrans. Lee is reported in command of the fident that he could keep them off until reinforce
“Here is a glofions triumph—not of Republi ihe Potomac. A constant fire was kept up for ettemy. Our informant did not learn tbeir ments could reach him.
about fourteen miles South of Rousseau’s ad and strength. Hence the necessity of preserving 8evetiteeo. The contest was a bitter one, and
vance, and eight miles from the rebel encamp the Democratic organization, until all shall ac decided stricth upon party issues.
canism, or Democracy, but of Patri rltsm over some hours, when three companies of the 3d strength. When Mr. Pierce came down, he met
mistakeu honesty ami downright .scoundrehsm Wisconsin regiment crossed the river, formed in eight hundred wagons on the road between Gau'- Capture by Rebels—Arrest for Cowardice. ment on Green River, a detachment of forty men knowledge the practical wisdom of its constitu
More British Territorial Acquisition.
to line aud drove the enemy back and succeeded ley and Charleston with supplies. Our sick
of the 39th Indiana, attacked 300 rebels, half tional platform, and become the true and uncon
and treason.”
»»
Fortress Monroe, Oct. 13.
The treaty with the King of Lagos lor tne ces
cavalry, killing five and wounding three. The ditional friends of the government as it was
Some allowance should be made for the natu- m capturing one of their heavy guns. They were being sent to Charleston. Virginia, and Gal
Twelve of the 11th Regiment of New York whole force was driven beyond Bacon Creek.— framed bv the fathers of the Republic.—Jfil- sion of the Isle and port of Lagos to Great Bri
were, however, compelled to retreat, which they lipolis, Ohio, as speedily as possible. The Leon
ral zeal of new converts to the support ol the d>d in good order to the river.
Zouaves were yesterday taken prisoners by the Our loss none.
tain, is officially announced. 1 his port of.La
ora left twenty invalid soldjers at these points.
waukee Rews.
Union, the Constitution and the Laws. Other
gos is one of the most valuable upon the African
•Here (hey were reinforced by three otln r com
The Twelfth Ohio and First Kentucky RMgi* rebels a short distance above Newport News.
Lieut. Zulen. who commanded the party who
wise, iuvre v of their former course, the sincerity panics, and (bey then, with Col. Geary at their i ments are at Gauley. Piatt’s Zouaves, on SatQuarrel between Wise and Floyd "Z coast, its business amounting to upwards of ten
No Passes to go South.
million of dollars annually. It is a rich acqui
head, marched upon the enemy, and after hard 1 urday moved from Camp Piatt to Charleston.— were in quest of fuel, is under arrest for cowardly
might be doubted.
W
ashiegton, Oct. 14.—-A prisoner, just ar
W
ashington
,
October
15.
—
To
save
trouble
to
sition for the British Government.
fighting, drove them from tbeir position aud re- ‘ Two companies of- the
- —Seventh■ Ohio also moved1 behaviour.
rived
here,
brings
a
copy
of
the
Richmond
En
j
------------ -------------- —------ all
concerned,
it
is
officially
announc'd
that
the
captured a 32-pounder. a columbiad. Our forces from Camp Gauley to Charleston, the same daygovernment has ceased to grant passes to go quirer, dated the 10th. A brisk quarrel is going 1
t-ir The 4th Regiment O. V. M., t3 much had but three pieces ol artillery and these were
The guerrilla parties reccnily infesting the Ka
Portentous.
Running tbo Charleston Blockade.
on between General Wise and General John B. j
South through the United States lines.
dissatisfied with the appointment of a Colonel Bred from this side of the river until the enemy nawha at Red House Shoals, who fired into the
The Montreal Advertiser savs that before the
Baltimore, Oct. 15.
Floyd.
The
Enquirer
charging
that
its
corres1
(as successor to the late Lorin Andrews) who is retreated, ‘(’he enemy had seven pieces of ar- steamer Izetta on Friday last, had bean dispersed
Colonel D. H. Nietn, editor the Eastern pondents have never been tainted with the sus-, season of navigation closes, the magazines at
tiilery and 500 cavalry, together with tf ir in- by an armed force, sent after the rebel hounds! Richmond papers state that the steamer Nash
an entire stranger to it, when its Lieut. Col. is tantry, and were completely routed tnd driven I by Col. Guthrie, of the 1st Kentucky Regiment.; ville ran the blockade at Charleston on the 12th Sentinel, Penn., whose office was destroyed by a oicion of crimes like those charged against Quebec will be filled with an amount of military
stores greater than they ever held before, with
inst. with Senator Mason as Minister to Eng mob last summer, has been elected to the Legis I Flord.
perfectly competent for the position. Tbis, how back three miles. Our loss in killed and wound* j
_—.— --------—7-—— -----------The engineer who run the train off just before firms, cannon and equipment for an army of
Twelve steel rrtbd cannon have been or- land, end Senator Slidell a3 Minister to France, lature of Pennsylvania from the county of North
ever, is of a piece with Gov. Dennison's general ed is not over 7, while that of the enemy is at i
useoT the appointing'power. We.ijopq'.he wish ' least 150. Cui.’Ashley, who was at the head of j d»red for Ohio batteries, making eighty-four ri-1 on board, laey were accompanied bv their ampton, by a majority of 1,300 votes. This is a the Bull Run affair, with the rebels of Johnston’s 100.000 men, and ammunition sufficient for a
three year’s war.
army, has been discharged,
suites, an
and aro new on the ocean.
Bevere rebuke to tueb violence.—Enquirer.
fled cannon heinr
being manufactured far
for Ohio.
. r
.
,
1
rebels, ia among the killed.
I suites,
ot the Regiment may jet be gratified.
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Don’t Delay to Purify the Bojod.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.

DR. WEAVER'S

JUVENILE BOOKS,

CANKER & SALT RHEUM

A Largo and l’rcKy Assortment

A letter from Mr. Bickhatn, corrfeRp indent of

= the Cincinnati Commercial with Premont in Mis*

___

FOR 1861

MOUNT VERNON.................... OCTOBER 22. 1 SGI. pouri, dated Camp Ashoth, Oft. 10th. gives the
g .—r—r-------------- ■

-------- --------------------- -

*

-

S V R U P.

"■ f Rowing account of an unfortunate affair hereto- :

fo.ft b.ip(1y report(V, by telegraph :

Exchange of Prisoners.
Nearly the entire pr-ss ol the conn ry is unanimous in the desire that the Administration,
should exchange prisoners w.th the rebels. The
, . „
.
, . n
•
ori„.
LongaDsport, lad., Cjui ici, au in
t P Psays :

i

National Prisoners.—The ill-starred expe
dition from Fori Hatteras to the camp or out
post of ihe Indiana Twentieth, and the capture
of Quartermaster 1. W, Hart and twenty-five
others of this gallant regiment, which, it will be
rnnembered, was recruited in this city, brings
home the vexed question of an exchange of pris
oners to our heatis and hearthstones. * * *
Hitherto ihe Adm mistration has declined a* d
wholly discouraged an exchange of prisoners, on
the ground that it would he a recognition of the
rebels as beligerents. But in the single instance
above mentioned, there is enough to set aside all
such hairsplitting technicalities, and to demand
an exchange on the high ground of humanity and
the usages of ci’iltz-d waifare. When the pxi
gencies of the hour demand that even the plain
est provisions of ihe Constitution shall be set
aside, the Administration is straining at a kna*
and swallowing a camel in the stubborn refusal
to waive a mere technicality. The anxiety of
friends, and the suffering of prisoners themselves,
ere eloquent in support of the plea; arid we trust
that the Government will reverse its judgment on
this point, and exchange s< me of the rebels ta
ken in the capture of Fort Hatteras for the loyal
men now languishing in the Charleston jail, and
the tobacco warehouses of Richmond. We are
aware that there are collateral issues involved in
this formal recognition of the rebels as belliger
ent; but we bold that the Government is equal
to the emergency, and that the prjtection of a
single loyal soldier, and his restoration to the
ranks, or to his family and friends, is of infinite
ly more importance than the nice distinctions
which now stand in the wav.

General McClellan Virtually in Supreme
Command
'* Occasional” makes the fallowing important
statement relative to the Generalship of the army

p was a sad night for soldiers. Their tents j
Rnf} ht,nl<ets we-e saturated. The chill ntmos-J
pWe p,erred them to their bones. Every spark ’
o1' firp was extinguished in most of the camps,
0fl(j (bprn was no wood within the area of a mile.
T ere v ere no fence rails at hand, and th° hoard
fences about the town were guarded and protect
ed bv strirgenforders. The prospect was mel
ancholy. the experience of soldiers extremelv se
vere. This morning, some of them becoming
desperate, broke through the guard, and demol
ished a fence. Col. Brown, Provost Marshal of
the camo, ordered them to desist. One of them,
who had disarmed a gu-rd insolently eefuRsd.—
The Colonel warned h>m he would shoot him if
he was rot obeyed. The shivering soldier des'

peratelv dared him to shoot and be d------ d.

TREASURER’S

Swearing in East Tennessee.
Judge Humphreys, of the Confederate Dis'
trict for East Tennessee, has been holding Court
at Knoxville. The Register notices the pro
ceedings of a late day :
By far the larger portion of the Knoxville bar
came forward and took the oath to support the
Constitution of the Government of the Confeder
ate States of A nerica, as well as the usual oath
of futhfulness administered in our courts to all
practicing attorneys. Among thegentlcmen thus
-worn was Mr. John R ixter, who bus been con
sidered by the late Union party of East Tenues'
see a< a prominent, leader among them, and who
has h e i regatde l hy Southern men as one of the
most violent and ultra of the opponents of South
ern rights in the State.
During the dav John Brownlow and W. A. G.
Reed, who were in the custody of the military,
were surrendered to ihe Marshal, when the fir
mer, the District Attorney having no charge of
a crii inal nature against him, was fully discharg
ed ; the latter was informally charged with some
criminal conduct in circulating Helper’s infamous
Inn k, but, upon his voluntarily making a state
ment in regard to his conduct, and < ffering to
take the oah of allegiance to the Confederate
States, he was discharged from custody upon his
own recognizance for his good behavior.

of the Potomac, in his letter to the Philadelphia
Press of the 11 th inst:
An extraordinary Cabinet, meeting was held
last evening, from 71 'ill 10 o’clock, at which
Gens. McClellan and M<’D>weH were present.—
Gen. McClellan stated his plans in d tail, and he
has, by consent of a1! parties, assumed, not onlv
nominally, hut actually, the entire control of the
army of the Potomac. He will consult and listen
to the opinions and advice of Gen. Scott, but he
rnu<t tie henceforth left entirely to h's owo judg
ment and decisi
Napoleon like, he hears the
Read Prof. Woods advertisement in an
opinions of others, hut forms h:s own conclusions
*
and acts upon them. He asks this, and it is ce other column.
ded cordially to him. To him. therefore must
henceforth he credited the success, or charged
Artnrtnistrafor’s Police.
the defeat of our arms.
OTT3E is hereby given tha t the undersigned has
boon duly appointed and qualified by the Pro.
Gen. McClellan’s Labors.
bate Court within and for Knox countv. Ohio, as Ad
Th Washington correspondent of the Chicag
ministrator on the estate of John Kulb. deceased.
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
Tribune says :
make immediate payment, to the undersigned. and
For the mustering and formation of the artnv all parsers bolding claims against said estate are
no qualities have vei beeN shown as lacing in its notified to present them legally proven for settlement
acting head. It would tie impossible fi r oi.e or within one year from this date.
ANDREW VANCE, Administrator.
less physical endurance to undertake the labor.
Oct. 22-3t.
Men arid horses shout Gen. McClellan will have
no hours of ease and idle e»t. The it,flue ice of
his indefatigable extends from Headquarters to
URSUANT to instructions from the Secretary
the remotest outpost. He leaves nothing :o sub1
of tho trensnrv, a book will be opened on the
ordinates to carry out that he does not recall
again for the proofs of its faithful accomplish 10th day of October, 1861. at my office, or the Knox
County Bank, for subscriptions under tny superin
ment. Everything entrusted to its ’pref er di • tendence for Treasury Notes, to be issued under the
partment must he reported back again to the act of July 17. 1861. These notes will be issued in
Cons.tnatider-i n-Chief.
sums of fifty dollars, one hundered doll irs, five hun
Whoever rides with Gen. McClellan must have dred dolls., one thousand and five thousand dollars
a good horse and te t him well. The other dav each, dated 19th Aug. 1361. payable three years afer
v<'ur C'tpt. Ch rlev Barker’s Dragoons, as the date to the order of the subscriber or as directed,
arid bearing interest at the rate of 7 3 10 per cent,
nsna! pscort ofiG- n. McClellan, were twelve hours tier annum, payable semi-annually : such interest
in the saddle behind b;-n, and he came in the being at tho rate of two cents fur each day for every
freshest, of he party, after Ifce tour of camps and hundred dollars. For the convenience of the hold
outposts.
er each note will have coupons attached expressing
the several :v ourtts of semi-annually interest, which
enL

HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
For tho cure of Canker, Salt Rheulii, Eryslpelaf
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptiahs, Sore
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS*
Byes, and every kind of Disease arising
from an impure state of the BloodThe. most <. ffretire Blood Pttrift. of the 19(5 Century
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician,
and all whe are afflicted with any of the above
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
named diseases, should use it without delay. It will
drive the disease frern the system, and when once
TRANSPARENT SLATES,
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. M hayek b

I

IN PURSUANCE of law, I, Alexander Greer, Treasurer of Knox County. Ohio, do hereby <rive notice that
the Rates of Taxation in the several Townships, Towns and Cities, on.each dollar’s valuation of property on the
Tax Duplicate of said County, for the year 1SG1 is expressed in mills, in the annexed fable of Rates.
RATES LEVIED BY
COUNTY COM JIISSIONERS.

RATES Ll.VJEU EY
CE^ERAl
AltEKILY

NAMES

RATES levied by townships
and CITY AUTHORITIES.

r'

OF

I

heard a sharp report, sav the wreathing smoke,
and directly a brace of soldiers carried a dead
hodo back into cnmp. His company evinced a
mutinous disposition, threatening to kill the Mar
shal, and a battery was ordered out to suppress
tbo iesuhordinates. The moral of this story is,
that if regimental and company officers had re
quired wood to fie brought, to camp the previous
night, a soldier's life would not have been sacri
ficed.

NOTICE.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

©
©
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3,40| 1.40 1.40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1-40 ;.4O 0.35 4.55
1.4(i 1.40 1.40 0.35 4 55
1 4(1 1,40, ]to 0 35 4 55
1*40 1.40 i 40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.40 i 40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.40,1 40 0,35 4.55
1,40'.1.40 1.40 0.35 4.55
1:40 1,40,3.40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.40, 1.40 ; 0.35 4 55
1.40 1,401 1.40 0.35 4.55
1.40 1.4o; 1 40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.40; 1.40 0.35 4.55
1.40 1.4(i 1,41 0,35 4.55
1.40 1.4(0 140 0.35 4.55
1.40 l,4(i| 1,40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.4(t:i,40 0.35 4..! 5
1.40 l’4()l 1.40 (i.35 4.55
1.40 1.40ll.4O 0.35 4.55
1.40 IMO; 1,40 0.35 4.55
1.40 1,40 1.40 0.35 4 55
1.40 1.40! i,40| 0.35 4.55
1.40 1.4n; 1 40! 0,35 4.55
1.40 1.40: 1,40' 0,55 4.55
1.40 1,40; 1,41)1 0.35 4.55
1.40 1.4011.4010,35 4.55
1.40 1,40’1.401 0.35 4.55

Jackson .......................................................
Butler...........................................................
Union.........................................................
Jefferson.....................................................
Brown..................................... ....................
Howard.......................................................
Harrison....................................................
Harrison, in District Number Four....

Morgan.......................................................
Pleasant.....................................................
College.........................................................
Monroe........................................................
Pike.............................................................
Berlin..........................................................
Morris.........................................................
Morris attached to Union School.........
Clinton......................................................
Mount Vernon ........................................
Miller.........................................................
M Bird........................................................
Liberty.......................................................
V\ ayno...................................... .................
Wayne, attached to Union School....
F redericktown,
Middlcberry,
H illiar,
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NOTICE is hereby given that all of the Road Tax. and one halt ot the balance ol the taxes charged on the
Duplicate of IS61. in sai i County. are required to be paid before the 20th or December next, after which time a
penalty of5 per cent, is chargabie thereon, and that the balance of said f ixes are required to be paid beto.e the
20th of June, 186 3, alter which tune a 'ike penalty of 5 per cent is chargeable on the balance ot said taxes then re
maining unpaid.
Th - Treasurer of said County or his Deputy will attend at his office from and after the first day of October next
to receive sai d taxes.
ALEX. GREER, Treasurer K. C.
Tasukeb's Office. September 21 , ICG I.
special
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S22 ERIFF’S

THE PIONEER

PROCLAMATION.

IFT BOOK STORE.

: State of Ohio, Knox County, ss:

1

CERATE, Olt OIALUEXT,
and vou have a permanent cure.
THE CEP.ATE has proved itself to be the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites. Barber’s Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pirn
pies on the face. And for Sore Nipltt and Sore Eyes.
the Cerate is the only thing required to (jure. It
should be kept in the house of every family.
Bead the following letter from the most reliable
authority, and any person desiring further evider.oe
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.

E.iu Claire, Eau Claire Co., Wis.,Oct. 1, 136’.
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our
place, casually beard ofa most effectual euro of an
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam
ily, ha ving politely roquested the facts of the case, I
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
a half old. I applied from time to .time for aid to the
most efficient physicians in the eastteru states, one
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis
ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
with the most virulent typ6, until he arrived at the
at the age of fourteen years, when my eye providen
tially rested upon the advertisement of l>r. Weaver’s
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup nnd Cerate. I at
on -e procured one bottle, which on trial so encour
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate,
and the result is that my son noW is and has been ef
factually cured of that wretched disease for the last
three and a half years. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
pMS' Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cent* per bottle.
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most
Medicine Dtalers.
J. N. HARRIS <fc Co., Proprietors,
Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for the above Medines may be
addressed.
S< Id Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon; .James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague <fc
Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus.
May 1 l-m6

Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it.

PERRY DAVIS’
VEGETABLE

PAINKILLER,

FAMILY MEDlClI OF THE AGE
T

BOXES OF PAINTS,
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,

BACKGAMMON BOARDS,
PORTFOLIOS,

PORTZMONAIS*
PURSES,

SCAP BOOKS,

ALBUMS,
ENGLISH POETS,
In Antique-mor-and Blue and Golt. Binding,

POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
In Fine Binding*

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,

A Good AEsortmcal

AT

•WITITK’S
Deo. 11,1860.

GREAT CURE!
1>K. LELAND’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,
IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR

RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA
AND A SURE CURE FOR

AH Mercurial Diseases.
T„

I

.HP

.

metiicatfd compound, to be Worn around the
Waist, without injury to the most delicate person
no change in habits of living is required, and it etn
tirely removes the disease from the system, wiiheut
producii g the injurious effects arising from the use
of powerful internal modieines which weaken anil
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief
only. By this treatment, the medicinal properties
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood
and reaches the disease through the pores of the skiDj
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition. —
This hand is also a most pewerful Anti-Mercceiau
agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are
cured in a few days, and we are constancy receiving
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated cases or
long standing.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or car
be sent by mail or express, with full directions fof
use to any part of the Country, direct from the Prin*
cipa’l office.
or No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.

AKEN iuternally,it cures sudden Colds, Coughs,
<te., Weak Stomach General Debility. Nursing
G. W. PITCHER,
are hereby notified that a General Election will
Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint. Dispepsiai
Successor
to
be held at the proper places, in the several townIndigestion, Cramp and Fain in the Stomach, Bowel G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors,
ships, as required by law, on
15. W. EVANS & CO.,
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic,Chobra, Diarrhoea and
TUESDAY. THE 8th OF OCTOBER, 1861, at which
N. B-—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free.
THE PIONEER GIFT BOOKSTORE Dysentery.
time will be chosen hy ballot,
a gents Wnnted Everywhere
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
I person f>r Governor.
.Vo. 677 Bn adway Kew York,
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
1 person fir Lieutenant Governor,
May 14, 1861.
_
TIsc Oldest Established Gift Book Sprains. Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet
1 person for Supreme Judge.
House.
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Pent and Chilblains,
1 person for Comptroller of the Treasury,
GROVER At BAKER, STILL AlIEADt
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
1 person for Secretary of State.
1 person for Member cf the Board of Public A Gift with every Book, Worth from 50c. matism.
Reap the Certificate of a i!e«ulak Pbactitionto
$100,00.
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Feyer.
Eii. — This may certify that I have used Perry Da VZ orks,
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
1 person for Judge for 1st sub-division of the 6
vis’ Vegetable Pain Killer in numerous cases, and
j G. W. PITCHER having purchased the entire water, as a gargle, will cure, and it is used with great
believe it to be a very valuable medicine. I have Judicial District,
j stock and business of the late firm of Messrs. D. W. success in Diptlieria.
1 person for State Senator,
; prescribed it iu bowel complaint, (particularly for
! Evans
Co., 677 Broadway, at prices in accordance
Ilae Pain Killer
1 person for Representative,
children,) and it is iu my opinion supcri"T to any
' with the times, is prepared to offer greater induce- taken internally, should he adulterated with milk or
1 person for Treasurer,
preparations 1 ha ve ever used for the relief of those
i
menls
to
the
purchasers
of
Books
thnu
ever
before,
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a
1 person for Commissioner,
diseases. When given to children, I have always
i The Gifts are selected with iate, and are of the best Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will be more effec
1 person fir Surveyor,
combined it with tiie syrup of gum arabic, say ten
: quality and of the most fashionable styles. The tive than anytbitig else.
T person for Infirmary Director.
drops to a teaspooiiful cf the syrup, well mixed.
And the trustees of the several townships of said j Books are old at the lowest retail prices, and a gift See Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle.
Others have mixed it with milk and molasses, equal
county will furnish to the Clerk of the Court of —useful or ornamental—In value from 50c. to $100
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
parts.
A. HUNTING. M, D.
Common
Pleas, the following number of Jurers for is given with each Book.
lowed to have Won for itself a reputation unsurpassed
Sold by all medicine' dealers.
their respective townships, to wit: Jackson, 4: But- i Wliat I claim as the peculiar advantages of this iu the history of medical preparations. Its instanta
DR. S. 0 RICHARDSON’S SHERRY AVINE ler. 3 ; Union, 4 ; Jefferson. 6 ; Brown, 4; Howard, ! business is that I give more for the same amount of neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction
dealer in Books, and thus of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the
BITTERS.— Pharmaceutical Preparation, by a reg 3 ; Harrison, 4 ; Clay, 5 ; Morgan, 3 ; Pleasant, 4 ; money than the
GEE.tr REDUCTION IN PRICES!
ularly educated Physician—is one of the most College, 4 ; Monroe, 4 ; Pike, 7 : Berlin, 4 ; Mort is, i make my Books advertise themselves. Also, crea- human family, arid the unsolicited written and ver
ting
ahealthy
taste
for
useful and standard litera- bal testimony of the masses iu its fawor, „haVe been
4 PERFECT New and Improved, NoDelesS
pleasant and valuable tonics of the day. Persons 4 ; Clinton, 17; M iHer, 4 ; Milford, 4 ; Liberty, 5 ;
I
dire,
hy
introducing
Books,
in
many
cases,
where
aud
are
its
own
best
advertisinent.
Grover .t Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 11 5
Wayno,
6
;
Middlebury,
4;
Hilliar,
5.
recovering from protracted illness, or those who at
What stronger proofofthese facts can he produced The only Company that manufactures the two vari*
Township trustees will please be partichlnr to re ' they have hitherto been almost unknown.
this particular season of the year, are subject to
than the following letter, received unsolicited, from eties of Machines. D<ubl '. Lock and Single Lock or
Tiie Books are New
i Jaundice, Habitual Constipation, or any disease ar- turn their full number of Jurors.
! and fresh from the publishers’ hands, aud all orders
RET. W. JACOBS:
JAMES SHAW,
The Defence of Cincinnati.
P”””P‘’
Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory!!!
; ising fmm a disordered Stomach, Liver or Bowels,
!
are
filled
and
delivered
with
the
utmost
dispatch
to
Newark,"N. J. June 6th, 1860
Sheriff of Knox County,
(
Intelligence reaches us froth all parts of the Un1
Th * citiz 013 of Cincinnati nro inui h agitated i
Subscriptions for such Treasury Notes will be re— will find in the Sherry Wine Bitters a fiiend more
:
all
parts
of
the
United
States
and
the
Canadas.
—
Messers.
Perry
Davis
<£
Son
—
Gentlemen:
—
Allow
ion
of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler dt
September
17.
1861.
prf$5.
regarding (ho safety of their city, the aspect o' t ccived during fifteen days from the day of opening to be desired than gold.
i The centra 1 location of New York giving peculiar I me, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation Wilson’s and ail other Competing Machines.
Sold
by
Jas.
Blanchard.
October
1.
affairs in Kentucky rend--r;ng it nccessarv to pre- i ’he book as aforesaid. No subscriptions for less
; facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transporta- I for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family
The Prince of Wales selected Grover <4 Baker
THE PENNSYLVANIA
for an
an emergency
emergency along
ah ng the
par'* tor
tl soutltctboMet • ,hnn,fifty 'Kdlars nor for any fraction of that sum
i lion, whieh are unrivalled hy ary city in the world. these several yedrs. and found it all it cltitfis to be. Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them,
rniiiFY tub Bi.oon—Dr. Heaver’s Medicine for
ller\ l1 ate
•!'p re
* - i °an '>e recelve<‘* Subscriptions of tifty doll >r8 or Humors—These in valuable medicines have achieved Central
3FL«,ilJ^ooc3.of Ohio. Large shipments of artillery
Fifteen
Thousand
Agencies
For
Rheumatism.
Coughs
voids,
Burns
Cholera
tenan
d all well regulated families have, or should have
'*
H
‘ | one hundred dollars must be paid in lawful coin of
73 irA-vviL-viiB
1 Q I : are ot en for application, and all persons desiring a dencies and difficulties, as well as diseases geherallv i One. because they make less noise, are more simples
sentlv been made, seine of ’be guns being ot the United States at the time of subscribing. Sub- a complete triumph in eradicating humors of all I Q P* 1
1 OO i I pleasant, easy and profitable employment, requirin that prevail in families, I regard tho Pain Killer as ! run
greater "speed, and less friction, consequectlarge calibre. By a recent oriL r. Camp Denni i ci it'iions of mt re than one hundred dollars may he kinds from the human system. They were intro 1 0(5 1
butlittleof t’neir time, will do well to accept at the I beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any inedi ! jy „re more durable than other machines. They
Is a Fr-t Class Road in all respects,
son has een made a camp of instruction. Brig paid at once, or, if preferred, one-tenth at the time duced to the public some six years since, and have
earliest opportunity an'l in their names.
| cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief j a’iso make the most beautiful and elastic etieh of
Gen. O. M. Mitchell has been ordered to Cine n of subscribing, and one third of the whole amount been used with entire success. The Canker and With £85 ftliles Double Track
As this house from the first has taken the lead of family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases ' seam, whieh is fastened when it leaves the Machine*
Salt Rneum Syrup is taken internal, which cleanses
nati to take nommat d. and all preparatit ns are on every twentieth day thereafter until tho whole the b'ood by throwing impurities to the surface,
all
others.
I
shall
endeavor
to
maintain
its
position
- worth more than udv doctor. The testimony ofoth- ' f shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold*
— Fliree Daily Trains,—
being made to put the eitv in a complete sta’e shall be paid. No payment of less than fifty dollars when the Cerate is applied externally, and alI the
and well earned reputation.
i ers among my acquaintances aud frieuds is equally I a Word to the wise is sufficient. Cail and get eircucan he accepted, that being ihe smallest sum for
(
IYZ
iA Connections from all Points IUc.it.)
of defpnce. Therp is no Northern City that the which Treasury Notes can be issued.
Iiook Agents, and those desiring to become »o. favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the J )ar an(j examine for yourselves.
eruptions are destroyed, and health and beauty
rebels down the Mississippi have a greater hatred
Certificates will bo granted in duplicate to subscri restored. Their astonishing success has called out. From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELFH A should examine my terms, ns ten books cm be sold ‘ highest, terms as a family medicince. Missionaries j \ye are pretty familiar with the merits of thelend*
in Ihe same time that one mav be disposed of in the ! in repeated instances haze said to me in person and i
machines, and for family use we prefer Gra.-tf
All Connecting Direct To New York,
for than Cincinnati, and none that they would bers for the amounts so paid, the original of whieh many ignorant pretenders, Who have introduced
usual way, through the inducements given to the in titeir letters, that tho Pain Killer was by *■far_ .o.
- • Parmer.
-the , 4....
Baker._ OUb
more gladly reduce to desolation, if it was within the subscriber will transni't by mail to the Secre a- their wonderful productions to the public. They are
ZlZorniBig Mail, Aflcrnoou Fast
out-in
olmost
every
form,
.
from
Panaceas
down
to
purchaser.
best
medicine
used
in
heathen
lands,
and
they
use
it
|
Machine
thi-cad Silk and Cotton constantly on
their power. The preparations that are being ly of the Treasury, when Treasury Notes, as afore Pills, and all for humors, (of course they are.)
Eiue, Nigh! Express.
for themselves and families, aud administer it to oth- j
Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale}
REMEMBER.
made will, however, speedily relieve all atixie said, will he issued thereon to such subscriber or nis
i£>S-Thnt this is tho only Gift Book House that ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to say ftt the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Xnox C»»
bold by James Blanchard.
October 1.
One train Daily from
order, carrying inte'est ns expressed in such certifi
ty,
takes the risk oflosA through the mail.
as an act of justice to yourselves^ and as a benefit to i l)ank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL,
cate ; but in case where only a part of the amount
Pittsburg To New York,
This is the onlv Gift, Book House that has others. You are at liberty to use this testimonial, if j
Not. 37. 1 860;
subscribed is paid at the time of subscribing, 1’ieas430
MHes,
roceived
the
voluntary
endorsement
of
over
five
oTany
service.
R
ev. W. B. JACOBS,
ury Notes will be issued only for thepaywents made
Mexico.
PARK’S PRICKLY PILASTERS.
hundred city and country j iitrn tls, and of the lead
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
Withouj Change of Cars.
subsequently to the first, which will remain until
They Impart Slrem/lft; they Annihilate Pain.
ing publishing houses of the country.
Intelligence from cur Mexican Minister is to the whole amount-subscribed by such person shall
Via
Allenstown
and
Easton,
milESE
DELIGHTFUL
PLA8Par k’s
AogL. This is the oldest established and most ex
Beware Of All Imitations!
the eff-ct that the Mexican Government has a«k he paid, when Treasury Notes will be issued for
JL ters yield readily to the motion
With Direct Connections from M’estern Cities,
tensile House of the kind in the world,
The Pain Killei- is sold by all respectable Druggists I
MOUNT VERNON H
tfd fir a loan from our G ivernraent of from fivr such first payment also. On payment of each de
f the body, absorb perspiration and
I
iSzSfi,
I
pay
the
most
liberal
commission
to
Agents.
Patent
throughout
the U. States and in Foreign Countries: I
Arriving Hours
to ten millions. Mr. C >rwin regards it highly ferred instalment, the subscriber will pay, in ndd.throw of all the offensive coagulated
/r^3~ 1 keep the m ist varied and extensive stock
Price
25
cts.,
50
ets.,
and
$1,
per
bottle.
WIIjDIAII
In Advance Of Other Routes,
important just at. tilts time that Mexico should tion thereto, a sum equal to the interest accrued
impurities off the system. They
j of Books nt.d Gilts, and gratuitously circulate the
Povus
J. N. HARRIS <k Co.j
Late of the firm of BEAM <k MEAD, having located
IX TIME FOR BOSTON
have the money to pay the interest on her English thereon from the 19th August to the date of payment,
should be used for all Chronic Pains,
most complete and best classified catalogue in the Proprietors for the Western and Southern States, i
and on final payment like interest on the amount
himself on the
country
debt, and thus release her from her present em paid on subscription which payments of interest will
By Kail or Boat Lines.
Cincinnati, Ohio I EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR
Prickly Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds, Con
sumption, Rheumatism,
Female
I
I
gnarantee
perfect
satisfaction
to
all
who
Sold
Wholesale
nnd
Retail
by
James
Blanchard,
barrassment,
„
T.
„
,
SOUTH OF LIl’PITt’S DRUG STORE,
be reimbursed to the subscriber in the payment of
Express Train Runs Daily—Others I may favor tne with their patronage.
Plasters Weakness, etc. They retain their
S. W. Lipput, Mt. Vernon; R..a. French, Gambier ;t and neariy opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trnsU
Herald’s dispatch:
the first coupon.
Sundays Excepted.
active properties when oilier Plasters
HOW
TO
SEND
FOR
BOOKS.
N.
Dayton,
Martinsburg
.
Montague
&
Ilosac,
Fredhijl
friendd
And the public generally, will not fail to
Our government is determined to stand bv
The Treasury Notes issued upon such certificates
-------_
! Orders of Five Books and upwards should be sent ericktown ; W. T -McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, find him and his new location, with a "ood stock of
A re Sold are useless, and where applied pain
Mexico at all hazards, and protect her against by the Treasury will he sent to the subscribers by
express, if possible, as it is safer aud cheaper Danville.
cannot exist. Every family should NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York
May ll-6m
By All
encroachments by foreign powers. Our Govern mail or such other merle ns may bo indicated by them
Tickets good on any line or Train. New York I than hy mail,
Dealers have them. One size on cloth, three
ment has addressed communications to England. when they transmit their original certificates. The
sizes on leather. Sample sent by
3'oney,
if
possible,
should
be
sent
in
form
of
AT CASH PIIICES,
or Boston Tickets via Pitt-burg good
duplicate certificates may be retained by them for
From
Spring mid Summer Remedy*
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
Drafts, ns payment cun be stopped if lost through
France and Spain io know what their iotnntions their own security.
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please
1 to
VIA
PHILADELPHIA
OB
ALLENTOWN.
D. S. BARNES, 13 15 Park Row
Good for the Stomach.
the mail.
and merit a share of the public patronagj.
are, to which no response has been yet received.
IIENRY B. CURTIS,
2 i Dimes. N. Y.
April 16. 1861.
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any ol
Letters enclosing money may be sent at my risk,
April 23, 1861.
Oct 15-w2
U. S. Agent for Subscriptions. <tc.
DR..
S.
O.
RICH
ARDSON
’
S
provided
they
are
regi*tertd
according
to
law.
—
tiie Boat Lines.
These precautions are simple aud within the reach
A Rebuke to ihe Radio il Republi cans
following is an extract from a letter written
GOOD
NEWSTorTHE PEOPLE I
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
Execiilor’s Notice.
pf all, assuring the safe transmittance of Books.
.
i wt
ii
i i»
i
by the llev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepoint
The Wheeling (Va.) Press, an Administration
OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned Street Baptist Church. Brooklyn. N. Y , to the “Jour Two Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Balti
In ordering Books, the iltle, in black letters ! I he C C1 ebl’tltt’d i\e\V '.llgltlfld Keniedy
more and Washington.
have been duly appointed and qualified by the
print, thus rebukes the Republicans of the Fre
only, should be used. Tne writing should be plain. I
for
nal and Messenger.’ Cincinnatti. 0., and speaks vol
1 ro mte Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio,
sis Positively been Reinfoiced!
anti the Name, Post Office. C„un y and State snould ' H ABITUAL, CONSTIPATION,
mont stamp. Il says :
aa Executors on tho estate of Elins ohiplev, umes in fa vor of that world-renowned medicine. Mrs Baggage Checked Through--A 1 Trans be dictit’ct to avoid mistakes.
otwithstanding the united opposition of
Fever sitiH Xttue. 4>eiiei(il Debiliiy
“ We have lately on more than one occasion deceased. All persons indebted to sai4 estato aim Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children L’eethirig: Fort. Moultrie. We tun them in not in the
Seild for
Esxltlia^ue,
I a,,‘l
from
attrls.
fers
Fiee,
“
Wo
see
an
advertisement
in
your
columnsof
Mrs.
notified
to
make
immediate
payment
to
the
under
<-d
'toitiarli,
olnight, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light}
suggested that there seemed to he a gri w ng dis
I Select your books, enclose the price, and direct your ,
Winslow’.- Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said
HEY
are
used
aod
recommended
by
leading
signed,
and
all
persons
holding
claims
against
said
bv
the
Car load.
position on the part of a terta’n sectional elas
I letter to
Fare Always Js Lott' As Any Ollier Route.
estate are notified to present them iegaily proven a word in faver of a patent medicine before in our
Physicians of ( be country, and ail who try them , *pye aro not 0„ly selling Sugars extremely low, but
in the North to incorporate in the elements of
G.
W.
PITCHER.
i
life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers
for settlement within one year from this date.
onounee them invaluable.
1
other goods ns cofhparitively cheap. Thankful
this war upon the iustitu ion of slavery.—
67 4 Broitdwny, New 5 ork.
L. LEEPERE, writes From Navarre, to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a
that this is no humbug—we have had it. and know
Buy Tickets Via Pittsburg.
WED. W. SHIPLEY.
In view of this we have repeatedly warned such
it to be all it claims. It is probably one of the most
,
.. ”“77
(
; Stark Co,, Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fu
Oct 8-3w.*
Executor.
.1
1 .L 1..1..L
i those suffering from indigestion, yspepsia and liver ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing nt the
successful medicines of the day, because it is one ot
misguided and miscalled Union men that, when
Tickets for sale at all Main Offices.
the best. And those of your readers who have ba
Will cnnvitioo von that the best and most economi- i complaint.”
G. M. FAY.
Old Corner.
feb. 26, ’61.
ever they unqualifiedly attempted such an un
To Teachers.
cal way of purchasing books is to send to tho
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
FK FIG JITS.
wise. unjust, unpatriotic course, they bit sounded 1|M1E County Board of Exnminers will hold meet- bies cau’tdo better than to lay in a supply.’’
ANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese
says, “they give great satisfaction. I u»e them my
By this Route Freights «.f all descriptions can be
PIONEER GIFT’ BOOK STORE#
8 tugs for tne examination of Teachers, on every
the knell of the Union
And we now repeat t h<
A Q
9
VN
Mrs. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark ( J.)
self. having taken cold,become prostrate and lost my 21.
justt 1received at the Old Corner.
buiurday of November and April, and on the Sec Times, writes in her paper ol January 29, 1859, a» forw arded to and from Philadelphia, New York, j
same.”
Feb.
26.’61.______________________ G. M. FAY.
appetite.
It.
relieved
me.
and
lean
recommend
it
Boston, or Baltitnot e, to and from’acy point on the
G- W. Pll'CHER, Successor to
ond and iast Saturdays of every other month, com
:
wilh great assurance of its merits.”
Kail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
mencing at 9 o’clock, A. M., at the Court House, in follows
D. W. EVANS & CO.,
ALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,before
We know that Dr. Hoback’s Scandinavian Reme Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Bai) lload di-cot.
bn. W.M.M KERR, of Rogersville, Tnd.. writes
A Hint
.Mt. Vernon. By orders ot the Board;
purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner.
dies are all they claim to be. Tho Dr. presented us
PUBLISHER
AND
BOOKSELLER,
us that they are the most valuable nnJdicine offered. \
The Pennsylvania Rail Bond also connectr at l’itls
M jnr Jack Downing once said to Gen. Jock
Get. 8 1.861.
E. HARROD, Sec’y.
Feb. 26. ’61.G.M.FAY.
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier burgh with Steamers,by whieh Goodscan be forwar
lie has recommended them with great success, and !
677 Broadway, Y'. N.
son : "Gin’ral, I have always observed that those
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put ded to any port on the Ohio, Muskingum. Kentucky
with them made several cures of palpitation if the K. R. DIBBl F.F..
J. C. WORK.
L. C. KOOP»
S>l!,SiOlO 1 ioi«
persons who have a great, deal to say abou: be
new life into its. They invigorate, strengthen, and
heart and general debility.
HE partnership heretofore existing between J. leave the sj stein in a. hotter condition than stimulants Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi. WisIIEXIIY V. WARDEN,
ing ready to shed their last drop ol blood, are ^14
Til DM AS STANFORD, Esq.. Blountsville, Henry
JL N. Burr <t C. E. Bryant, in the pmetiee of Med
cansin, Missouri, Kansas. Arkansas.and Red Rivers;
Late Mt. Vernon, with
amazin’ purtic’lar about the first drop.” There icine nnd Surgery, has this day been dissolved by usually do, and have no depressing effect. W e feel and at Cleveland,Sandusky and Chicago with Steam
Co., Ind., writes us a. long letter, under date of May ,
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE#
i 3, 1866. He W4t3 much reduced, having been afflict- j
are some of the same class of people left in this mutual consent. AU those having unsettled ac safe iu recommending the Blood Purifier to all suf ers to all Ports on tiie North-Western Lakes.
Imporlersand Jobbers of
cl for three years with great nervous debility, pal- ,
country. They are wondrous valiant in telling counts with the nbove firm, will please call and set fering from debility’, bo the cause what it- may, the
Merchants and Shippers entrusting the transpor
Pills have this peculiarity, they are powerfuk>y ac tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely Jfut'a Street, East side, nearly opposite Lybrand ! pitatiou of the heart of tho most severe and proswhat should be done with the rebels, faver the tle by note or otherwise.
J. N. BURR,
tive, and at tho same time leave the patient stronger with confidence on its speedy transit.
; trating charaeter, “after using a few bottles I was ’
House.
97 ChaMBERB * 79 * 81*READE ST.. K. T.
Oct. 8. 1861
C. E. BRYANT.
raisingof armies by millions, plead earnes ly f r
and in an improved condition, different from most
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment I completely restored, and am now in robust health.’ !
The Rates of Freight to any point in the West by
ot ers to entpr the service of the country, hut
drastic remedies. Try them with the Blood Purifier the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times as fa
GEORGE
W.
HOFFMAN
says
he
was
afflicted
i
of ready made custom work ot ail kinds, of
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION.
never offer their own bodies! Yon can gener 1and you will feel like many who have been relieved, vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
i with rliuinatism for twenty years, in all its various
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
PHILADELPHIA.
ly tell them by their noisy habits, and b listering
and willing to add your testimony to their eflicacy.
forms,
and
at
th?
date
of
his
letter
he
had
been
two
>
Be particular to mark packages“via Penna. R» R.” paid to measure Work. Gents fine and course rewed
A Benevolent Institution established by special En*
method of attacking better people than them
See advertisimeut.
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco, ' years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
dawmeat
for
the Belief of the Sick and Distrelted,
selves. Poor fellows ! they don’t know what a
MAGRAW <fc KOONS,80 North Street, Baltimore. Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, mjtde toor- several physicians c< uld do him no good, lie says, I ayiicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and
“for rhntnatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney j
deron short noticei
laughing-stock they are for others.
LEECI1
A
CO.,
No.
2
Astor
Hoaso,
or
No.
1
S.
Win.
Administrator’s Notice.
affection, or dropsy, it is a speoific oertuin remedy.”1 especially for the Cuae af Diseases of the Sexual
The Union aud the Constitution Forever. JVTOTICE is hereby given that the undersignedhas St. N. Y.
Repairing Promptly anil Neatly Dane.
ttrrjan*.
. ,
, , .
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,1
Persons wanting work of ti rstquality, both stock
LEECII
&>
CO..
No.
54
K
’
lby
Street
.
Boston
.
EDICAL ADVICE given grafts, by the Acting
Av
boendnly
appointed
andqualifiert
by
theProbate
Grain Receipts
al beach
aud workmanship, will do well to call. The best of (a section where Fever end Aguo prevails,) that lie
II.
H.
HOUSTON,
Gen
’
l
Freight
Ag
’
t.
Phil.
Surgeon,
to
all
who
appiy
by
letter,
with a
Court,
within
and
for
Knox
county,
Ohio,
as
Admin

E^BECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
most cheerfully recommends them of decide'! merit
L. L. IIOUP f, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t. Philadelphia. French aud Spanish upper Leathers used.
Forthe
week, ending last night,, the rtc.dpls
axes of FEVER AND AGUE DYSFE?"<Ia'' <^criPtil’n of
,
,
—- ,
ernoa that, he is prepared to serve them istratrix, on the estate of Elizabeth Ayres deceased. Enoch Lewis, Gen’l Supt., Altoona, I’a. aug. 27.
in all C
AtifRemember
the
place.
sept,
1
0.
IENERAL DEBILITY.
DEBILITY
of iifef«Ac.,) »nd >B cose 01 extreme poverty,
of whent 0VPr the Michigan Central amounted 10 , with fresh meats, every Tuesday Thursday and Sat- AH persons indebted to said estate are notified to
AND GENERAL
-_ A
x
1 1
MYSfiOwr of kio
11 w ■
uroay, at hts Marble Tl
Hall
Meat Shop, on*" Main street, make immediate paymontto the undersigned,and all
174,009 bnshels.
persons
holding
claims
against
said
estate,
are
noti

The grain receipts over the same road for the three doors below Gambier. He will keep on hand
first nine dava of October were 605 carloads, the best kind of Beef Veal, Mutton, Pork, Sausage, fied topresent them legally proven for settlement
a 1 in their season. Be sure and give me a call,
within one voar from this date.
equal to 212,000 bushels, or at the rate of 24,- Marble Hall, whore I shall treat you all, both <-reat
4..4U #U »u nuo require a stimulaung meamtne.,
affiicted in sealed letter evetope<. free o( Charge.
HENRY T. PORTER, Administrator.
Such Nepgs we are receiving Daily. . j
or ;hree Stamps fir rostnge will he acceptable.
Young ladies boarding in the family
OOO bushels a day. This is the h-aviest busi and small, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s
Oct 1 3w
__________ ___________________ _
some extent in the domestic work of
Address,-DR. J. SKILL1N HOUGHTON. Acting
ness ever done on the Michigan Central or any so, captain.
aug 6-tf
SETTJLE VOI R ACCOUNTS.
The portion of time allotted to each
Surgeon. Howard Association, No. 2 8outh Ninth
other road iu the State.—Det. Adv.
LL PERSONS indebted to the late firm of Dun- exceed half an hour per day. Instead
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
bard.- Banning, are hereby not’fied that they ,
wjjj ratt,er facilitate their progress in study, by
By order of the Directors.
T.
,
T WISH it distinctly understood we have no con- must settle their accounts, by note or ot.ierwise, j jtg invigoratihg influence; and largely lessen the within one year from this dale.
Western States, to whom address all order.-.
;
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President.
The shipment or cotton from Liverpool to , | nection with any other house in the city, havin*
For sale by S. YV. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0 ; .’ame.-i j
Sept. 24
SYLVESTER FLETCHER, Adm’s.
th "United St'ates. amounted, during the last, ^rchased of Mr. R George the stock and^ald him I SJ10nUfc
di^Mved1, All aecoh’nta I
pr°pOS0 to
Bonding (fuel inGeo. FiiRcnu.D. Secretary.
Blanchard. Mt. Vernon) R- S- French. Gambiei; N.
three mouths, to 3.703 bales of which the whole : for it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not i InJ nPXTe tCfir^? ’
! ^uded) and rnsrruetron in all the English Studies
Philadelphia,
Dec. 11
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried
led Leef las | Dayton, Martinsburg; Moctn/ue
Hosa^c. I rede-j__ ____
received at the Old Corner#
____ A____ -vnont 39.1 hales, of East India, even as a creditor. V e have his documents to prove I
------------- - v.. ......1__
, ,
'■ ricktown; YV. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sopp.
ufcfi.ee't Blanks tor sale at thp bunns-r Offlcu
feb. 26, ’61.
feb-25,'51.
G
b.M-FAY.
1 Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. [May IL 6
W. DUNBAR.
sept 17-w4

N'

Read the advertisement respecting “ Dr. Lei- i
and’s Anti Rheumatic. Band," in another column.— |
Accordingto tho report of those who have tried it—'
and who have been cured of tho most violent attacks
of Rheumatism by it—r.there is no remedy extant
equal to this in cases of Rheumatism—and having no
reason to doubt the statements we have heard in fa
vor of tho •' Band,” we cordially recoinuiend its use
to those who affliited with this disease. Be sure
and read the advertisement most carefu ly. sep3

TJ1HE qualified electors of the said, county of Knox

National Loan.

P

P. P. P.

NEW STOKE!

BEAM,

NEW GOODS

N

i.iv(i,

Ito

11 FORT SDMTER
N

T

C

ROOTS AND SHOES.

Made Work.
CHARLES IVEiiER.

Staple and Failcy 5>rv Goode*,

W

R

.

M

A

:y.

co

MT. VBBNON BJSINESS.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

MBTCMbSlI^

SB JESSY WA??5£NKY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
/l»fZ Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIOOFFICE—North sido of Kremn Block.
Awgust28, 1860-ly.
______ ____

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

“They go right to the Spot.”

NEW

TEMPLE OF ART!

New Firm.

INSTANT RELIEF 1 STOP YOUR COUGH!

Root, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.

PURIFY YOUR BREATH!

I desire to inform the public that my

MORTON & SAPP

ZLsJ-S Y7V T F5 ?

SPRING GOODS!

Blood Purifyer and Bloed Pills.

STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE1
ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
ARE COMPLETED!
ed to suit every one in their line of business, at pri
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom ces that cannot bo sold under.
A T T O It N F. Y A T LAW,
SPALDING’S
GO AND SEE
mends itself. , I make Photographs from small min
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur- iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stcek, wo
Cg all Cl aims entrusted to hi# care.
XS'C. F. BaWwiu, is also, aNotarv Public, and BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL, have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the
DR. ROBACK’S
latest style ; Men’s and Bov’s Military Caps ; and
will attend to such business as is authorised by his
Water Colors, or
SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
a good asoriment of Hosiery and Gloves.
■K DE&T 23 » JSC ./5SL St
JffffiL • also,
eommission, with promptness and despatch.
ATHE evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback,
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy
April 10th, 1860-fimo.
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype their Leather and Findings at
which is at all times accessible to the public, es
GOOD FOR CLERGYMEN.
of
a
deceased
friend,
(no
matter
how
poor),
it
can
tablish the following
GOOD FOR LECTURERS,
MARSH 41. BEAM,
Alorton <fc Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
be enlarged to any siu and colored true to nature. Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building.
FACTS!
GOOD
FOR
PUBLBC
SPEAKERS,
ATT’Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW, I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS
mnv 14
GOOD FOR SINGERS,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
the public this important branch of Photography.
GNOD for CONSUMPTIVES have been proved by analysis to
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg
.VoHnt Vernon, Ohio.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
Contain No Mineral,
OFFICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
HE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United
That they cure the almost universal complaint,
GENTLEMEN CARRY
South Knox County Bunk.
[march 27.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
Statos does not say that E. WILCOX has eva
Dyspepsia
my Gallery.*
cuated his old stand on Main streot, over Brown’s
<MuEr w. corrox.
wm. l- haxc.
with unerring certainty, and in a very short time.—
SPALDING
’
S
THROAT
CONFECTIONS.
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects
AMBROTYPES
That after all other medicines have proved useless,
COTTOV & BINE,
they relieve
And all small work done on short notice. We ex to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
LADIET
ARE
DELIGHTED
WITH
Liver Complaint,
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine ous branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and South West corner of Main and Gambier streets,
MT. VERNON, 0.
made
to
order
on
short
notice,
and
as
durable
as
can
and restore the health and strength of the sufferer.
IJiTlLL ATTEND to all business intrusted to Specimens.
Mt Vernon, Ohio.
ap 30
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.
be
dona
at
any
othor
Tailor
Shop
on
this
side
of
the
.That
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
V» theta, in any of the Courts.
Sick Females,
Office.—N. E.corner of Main and Gambier sts., Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. mountains, and in the latest style, according to eas
They relieve a Cough instantly.
tern fashions.
ver Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment. oc2U Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
who have languished for years in helpless weakness
JllllSi
W.
POWER,
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidiiy un
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
FTER an absense of many months, during They clear the Throat.
JOHN ADAMS,
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
which lime he.has been following his profession
tomers.
Fooling
thankful
to
his
old
customers
for
Atlarney at Law and Notary Public,
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle
nov!3-ly.
, N. E. LEWIS.
of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal
their liberal support heretof'ere received, he solicits
OFF1CB—IX WARD’S MEW BUILDING,
They give strength and volume to the voioe.
stimulating properties. That they recruit
THE CATARACT
a continuance of the same, and asks as many new galleries of Fine art in the South and West, has re
Mount. Vernon, Ohio.
Shattered Constitutions,
turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
ones as feel they can trust him with their work,
M .lhtf.___________________________ ,
They impart a delicious aroma to the breath.
however they may have been trifled with and abus
UNION GALLERY IF ART,
an 9:tf
E. WILCOX.
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life,
WM.
To the People of Knox County and espe
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, They ate delightful to the taste.
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly
MEDICAL.
cially the Ladies.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
immediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus
upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
HE subscriber respectfully informs the commu sell, Sturges & Co., West sid6 of Main street, Mt.
HAVE boon for several years on the look out for
MT. VERSON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
Cause Soon to Ileal,
nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has Vernon, where he is prepared and furnished with the They are made of simple herbs and cannot harm
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
JR#» Jffice ia Banning Building, northwest corner
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro
any
one.
settled in said place as a regular practising Physi

tried in ray family and found some that did pretty
Mainand Vina streets,in theroumformerly oocupied
means
of executing Ins art in a manner not to be
fula,
whether
hereditary or otherwise. That they
well as long as they kept in order. But they all cian, Laving graduated in Philadelphia, and as such surpassed by any artist in the land.
by M. H. Mitchell.
je!4
Recruit the Debilitated,
I advise every one who has a Cough or a Husky
soon failed in this respect and some shook them solicits patronage, especially from the femaleportion
Photographs,
Samuel Israel.
Joseph C. Devin selves to pieces.
Voice or a Bad Breath, or any difficulty of the Throat, and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow
of society. Her rooms are in Ilili’s Building, corner PaintedL.IIe>Size<l
in oil colors, by the best Artist of the North
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machino ope of Mainand Gambier streets, entrance between Tay West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to the to get a package of my Throat Confections. They els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands
will relieve you instantly, aud you will agree with or Muscles,
Attorney# at Law & Solicitorsin Chancery,
rated by Mr. Eiswald tho inventor, and was struck lor <£• Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the me that “they go right to the spot” You will find
Arising from Impurities or
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
'iSSU Country calls promptly attended to.
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that
most reasonable prices, llis large stock of Frames, them very useful and pleasant while travellingor at
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
Obstructions of the Blood
July 23-tf
JANE PAYNE, M. D.
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more
cases,
and
Lockets
cannot
be
surpassed
in
Ohio.
—
tending public meetings, for stilling your cough or
.5FS~ Prompt attention given to all business en tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a
<. r Secretions,
His
Light
will
permit
him
to
operate
at
all
hours
of
allaying your thirst. Ifyoutryone package, I am in which they do not giveprompt relief, and, (if ad
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his
the
day,
and
in
all
kinds
of
weather,
having
been
safe
in
saying
that
you
will
ever
afterwards
consid

ministered before the very citadel of" life has been
curing claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough
prepared under his immediate supervision. He feels er them indispensablo. You will find them at the
invaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure,
Dec. 7:tf.
trial in my family, and also in some others; and be
jYT
OW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per Druggists and dealers in medicines.
Bear in mind that the 8CANDIVADIAN VEGE
came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas
B. C. IIURD.
FRAME H. HURD.
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur
JL
1
Chair,
over
Sperry
A
Co.
’
s
Store,
the
largest
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe
ed the patent right for several counties.
nish all country Artists with all kinds of Stock at East
S3. C. IIURD & SON,
PRICE TWENTY-CENTS,
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
These machines are now maeufnetured at the Ivo- and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in ern prices. The entire community are cordially in
Attorney# and Counsertors at Law,
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I this place, consisting in par# of bofas, Tete-a-Tetes, vited to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
My signature is on each package. All others are month, proclaim them to be the very best prepara
can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
mai-12-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
TIPS- Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus counterfeit.
Stands,
Cane
and
Wood
Seat
Chairs,
Cribs,
Bed

tion of the kind ever offered to the broken down vic
chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
sell, Sturges & Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
SASH, DOORS AND BLIXDS.
A Package will be sent by mail, prepaid, on re tims of ill-heath. They hunt disease through every
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinet line
June
25th.
1861.
tf.
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor
ceipt of Thirty Cents.
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They tho market requires. I also keep on hand and make
DEVOE &~HUBBELL,
oughly and permanently.
Address
are not liable to get out of order and will last a to order Curled Ilsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses,
Feather
Bolsters
and
Pillows.
I
have
Bailey
’
s
Cur

No one candcubt tbeir superiority after one sin
IIENRY C. SPALDING,
nnounce to the citizens of knox lifetime.
tain
Fixtures,
the
best
in
use,
also,
a
few
choice
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea
and Hie surrounding counties, that they are
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give enNo. 43 Cedar St. New York.
Gilt
Mouldings.
Picture
Frames
made
to
order.
per
than any other Pills, for it takes a less number
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds tire
of satisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
of them to produce a better effect.
Sash, Door? and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, in good order, within tweuty days and the money
KNOX
COUNTY
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
and all workrequired in house finishing. We shall will be handed back without asking any questions.
The public are invited to call and examine my
er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the
use the very best material, and will warrant all our
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
stock
and
prices.
[apr26]
W.-C.
WILLIS.
Sdandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.
work.
box, or 5 boxes for $1.
Shop on High street, opposite tho Court House,
JAMES H. m’FARLAND.
WILLIAM WELLS
Mount Vernon. Ohio.
[march2V.
McFARLAND & WELLS
A NEW ARTICLE.
HAVE JUST OPENED

Splendid Suit of Photograph JRoonts

R

Cheaper than Ever!

THROAT CONFECTIONS

T

D.

T

W. MEAD’S,

Old Stand of Beam &, Mead,

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

A

WASHING MACHINE!

T

I

NEW FURNITURE.

A

J.

DRUG STORE.

B. MILLER,

JN hi W

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

Furniture Rooms, rfi

*
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 109 fltia St., up Stairs,

G

Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Land Scitpo Painting done to order.
Pictures
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable
COACH AND
av
FACTORY
terms. StSnceling in paper or metal neatly ex
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
ecuted.
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect- ~ 4Tjl
P. S. Blockletterscut to order.
fully informs the public and his
Mav 22, 1 SCO.
friends that he continues to manufac
AMBROTYPES AND MELAINOTYPES. ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
of finish and proportion.
G. A. McUaULD,
All orders will be executed with stri jtr'gard to du
UCCESSOR to Power A McDonald,respectfully rability and beauty of finish. Repairs ,yi/ also boatannounces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and tended to on the most reasonable terms.
is I use in
vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes
all my work the very best seasonod stuff, and employ
A Meiaiuntypes, in tho best style of art, at his rooms none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
business he flatter? himself that he will give entire ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business will be warranted.
Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a call
;S2J~ Purchasers arerequosted to give me a call bebefore engaging pictureselsewhere.
fmayltf.
ore buying elsewhere.
Mar.20:t\j

CA AIAGE

W

S

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Banning Building over N. McGiffins Shoe Store,
MT.' VERNON, OHIO.
Special-ittention given to the collection of claims,
and the purchase and sale of Ileal-Estate.

HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
61)6 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
•40 acre lot in Ilardin county, Ohio.
^83 acres in Mercer county : Ohio,
marl

I

CABINET BUSINESS,

fik

jMCO-.lftlXX

AKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol
Mt,. Vernon and vicinity, that he coitiaues to
carrv on the

T

' CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.

UNDERTAKING.

On Main Street, over Hauk’s Saddle and Harness
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Russell,
Sturges & Co’s Bank,
HERE may be found a good assortment of
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning
done on short notice and in good sfyle. Country
Cabinet Makers will do well to give us a call.—
Wagon Ilubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly attendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited.
Feb. 12,’61:y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.

JAMES BLANCHARD,

Mount Vernon. Ohio.
ilded side and top lights, window

I). C. MONTGOMERY

Dr. Roback’s Stomach Bitters.

fix

W

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

JOSEPH M'COKMICK'S
FUKN IT U It E

Q

a WARE ROOMS. IT
BANNING BUILDING, JIT. VEBN-ON, O.

IIE undersigned respectfully announces to the
A CARD.
citizens of Knox aud tho surrounding counties,
HE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at
that he has greatly enlarged his business and
the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. now prepared to offer superior inducements to those
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now
who wish to purchase
in full operation. lie is ready to greet all his old
Ulieap aud Elegant Furniture.
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
shake of the band, social chatand then furnish them BUREAUS,
WARDROBES,
with any thing in the line of business they are to
BEDSTEADS; SOFAS, LOUNGES,
be supplied with at this place. The same business BOOKCASES, HAT-BACKS,
is continued here as you will see by advertisement.
CENTRE, PIER and
Come on Farmers and all others a'nd support home
DINING TABLES;
industry.
*
M. C. FURLONG.
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COMMON CHAIRS. MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, eve: y article to be found in a first-class
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order
s. DAVIS & co.,
any article that may be called for. I employ the
MANUFACTURERS OF
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold
MOWERS AND REAPERS will be warranted. I solicit a continuat
the
CALLED THE
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
Mount Vernon Irou Harvester,
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
rilHE most simple in construction and perfect. In
its operation, the lightestin draft, and Ioast lia
UNDERTAKING.
ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar
ed to attend funerals in either town or country.
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
Come and trv
shortest, notice. I can be found it my Furniture
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above ward Block, Mt. Vernon, O.
representations will bo realized or no sale. Also,
Marchllltf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.

T

T

furlongToundry.

i

FURLONG FOUNDRY,

I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals when
Sugar Mills with B. D. Evans’
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
and made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
Patented March 20th, 1S60. These mills are heavy
feb8:tf
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
REMOVAL.
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the
DR. C. M—KELSEY,
furnaee part serves for a stove, fora kitchen orcooking vegetables for stock, and all its advantagesover
others for convenience, has to be seen and used to
AS taken for a term of years therooms former
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
ing elsewhere.
various duties of his profession with an experience
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
of over 14 years constant practice, and an acquain
tance with all the late improvements in the art, he rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that
feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The was formerly made here. Also, Blows and Plow
best skill of the profession warranted to be exercised Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow,
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Iliser right and
in every case.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and »Combination
procured from the cast.
Entrance < n Main rrtet,hetweeen Taylor, Gantt Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an exeel<fc Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
leutartiele. Also, Castings,Machinery, Ac.to order.
April 19,18o9-tf
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24.
M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
SASH, DOOR AND BLIN

DENTIST,

H

MEAT MARKET.

Josopli Beolitell

Drugs and Medicines,

AKES pleasure in anSNUFF AND CIGARS,
anouncing to his old
friends and customers that
he still continues to keep
for sale the very best of
FAMILY MEDICINES,
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
and Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to
Woodward Hall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he BURNETT’S COCOINE,
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron
age he has retore herecoived.
April 27-tf
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,

SPA).DING’S

T

HOLTON HOUSE,

BURNETT’S

NEWARK, OHIO.

LORIMEL,

COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.

T

FACTORY!

WOODWELL’ S
FURNITURE
cImTbedstead manufactory,

MANUFACTORY!

~J7 .

o

y,

WOOLEY FACTORY!

T

J

I

By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
Headache to which females are so subject.
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos
tiveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate' Females,
is
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu
able ap a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and restor
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
system.
' The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye investigation and carefully conducted experiments,
having been in use many years, during which time
Stuffs,
they have prevented aud relieved a vast amount of
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi
nating in tlie nervous system or from a deranged
state of the stomach.
are entirely vegetable in theircomposition,
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES andThey
may be taken at all times with perfect safety
without making any change of diet, and the ab
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
administer them to children
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
The genuine have, five signatures of Henry C.
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med
icines.
A Box will besentby mail, prepaid, en receipt
PERFUMERY,
of the
PRTCE, 25 CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New Vork.
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF

O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to
me since I became proprieter of this House, and for
ttknvYkCTcms.v. of
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make
tho Hollon House rank equal to any house in this
BLANCHARD'S
INDIAN LINIMENT AND
part of the State, and my Guasts shall have my un
divided
attention
for
their
comfort,
while
they
reValuable Farm for Sale.
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, maine my guests.
HE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house
200
cleared,
and
under
good
state
of
culti

friends and the public generally, that they have
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre
oct,ll.’59t.f.
____
vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling bouse,
vcuiaved their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
West of High Street, where, in connection with S. two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
Jan. 29, 1860.
Davis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order, and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
nn short notice.
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
^1
Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings 6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3 J miles from FrcdeOf all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular icklown. Said premises are well situated, and are
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block,
Planing and Flooring, liardor3oft, drowsed to order. watered with seven good springs, and two large
cniAins,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
would ask for the new firm a continuance of the streams of running water. Said land will he sold all wholesale and k e t a Il Sign of tlie Red Bedstead, and
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
— EMBRACING—
Golden Cliair.
BYERS A PATTERSON.
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
Mt. Vernon. O., June 12, I860.
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
daniel mcdowell,
ROSEWOOD, MAHOGANY AND WALNUT,
FJJAKES pleasure in announcing
Dr. D. McRUiAR,
BOOT ANO SHOE
SUITABLE FOR
a to the citizens of Alt. Vernon
Parlors,
and vicinity, that having been in
Chambers, and
the
business for 39 years, in thia
rTUIE subscriber respectfrHy inDining Rooms,
place, he continues to manufacture
I: I
-L forms the citizens oi All. Vernon
IDezxtiist'
EQUAL TO ANY IN
CHA I Re and BEDSTEADS of every
and the public generally, (mat he
VTTOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Alt.
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
description, at his stand in Ban
has removed his shop a door South of
W Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
ning’s Building where ho hopes,
AND AT
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of his old Bland, to the South-west corner of the Public
by making good work, and selling
ROWER PRICES.
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub Square, where he is prepared to manufacture Boots
at
low prices, to receive a continua
stantial style of the art. and I would say to thoge and Shoes of every description, to order, upon the Every Article made by hand & Warranted. ion oi thel iberal patronage
that has heretofore been
who may favor me with their patronage, that my shortest notice and in the very beststyle.
extended to him. All his work is made of the very
He keeps none but tho most experienced work
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
Cabiiiet-Maliers
rability with any in the State. I would also say to men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and best material, and will be warranted to give entire
satisfaction. Tha patronage ol the public is res
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this
pectfully solicited.
jy!2:y
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth un city or elsewhere.
lie keeps none butthe best material, an d ha? con
THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
der any form. Also to remove tumors from the
b bel
Warerootns, Nos. 77 and 79 Third Street,
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and stantly on hand the best quality of French calfskin,
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
mar, 17._______________ PITTSBURGH. BA.
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres- kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroe’s, laee
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
SSt suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN K. HA11T
VY7TLL select and enter Lands,locate Land Warwith the refusal often. The best of references description.
PENNOCK
&
HART,
|
V
rants,
and buy and sell Real Estate.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call
9»n be oiven.
[June 19. 1839.
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell & Co.,]
Particular a ttention paid to Conveyancing, Paying
and leave their measures, as the 1 e«t a/idence will
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin
SF’ixi’t
23l iF'oxTasLcaLX*
then be given of the truth of his esser ion.
MOUNT VERNON
ing Titles.
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
May 7, 1861-2mo
e. WEBER.
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New
PITTSBURGH, PA.
ft CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and York; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon,
HE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention of
Slown & Tetley,
Ranges, Stoves.and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman,
the public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac»
136 ll ood Streetf Pittsburgh,
sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea St. Paul, Minn.; Win. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton,
fory is removed to Mt. Vernon, at
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
May 20.
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes Superior; Wm.Mann Rahway, N. J.
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar Iron Fronts for Houses, and Miscellaneous Castings
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for do
land Warrants.
rel shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma made to order.
ing a Custom business, aud that I atn now ready to
terials, has jiist received, by Express,direetfrom the Pittsburgh. Apr. 7.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrant's, by
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere,' roanufacturers.asplendidassortmentof Cilt’s Repeat
sendingthem to the undersigned, can have them
S,«tiaett, Blankets aud Flannel on Shares or by the ing Pistols, four,five and six inch barrels, all of which
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at
TAYLOR,
GRISWOLD
&
CO.,
Yard.
we will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se
Dealers in allkinds ForeigD and Domestic
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and boughtin thecitv of New York. Persons going to
cured by the land entered with the warrant
STAPLE
AND
FANCY
DRY
GOODS.
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work Australia and California will find thattheycan dobetThis is an excellent chance for investment, the
warranted done in the host manner and as cheap as tor by purchasing their equipage at home,than they
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the
ALSO
the cheapost.
can among3trangers—as we give persons a chance to
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C.,
the finest lands in the West.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Ltl” try any of the above pistols before leaving the city,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
•erae and woikreturned.
II. E. WILKINSON,
JAMES G> CHAPMAN,
nJ in case of a failure we rsfund the money,
NO. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,OHIO,
Jane 19.
June JO.
Omaha City Neb. Ter.
Cleveland, April fi:ly.
feapt. ll:if.
BOWK A TETLEY.
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NervousHeadache

P

T,

eEPOUS PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM

HEADACHE,
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in all

forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
They have been tested in more than a thousand
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you
may have them in case ol an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I. ‘
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
very best for that very frequent complaint which
has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri
vailed Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, Va.
We are sute that persons suffering with the
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are
sure that your testimony can be added to the al
ready numerous list that has received benefits that
no other medicine can produce.
From the St Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spaluing tvould not connect his nams with
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
most respectable quarters-

O’A- single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED
GLUE will save ten times its cost annual ly.^rp
SP ALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE!
SAVE THE PRICES !
ECONOMY !
DISPATCH !
O’ “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,” jhI
As accidents will happen, even in well regula
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
Crockg^LDING’S PREPARED GLUE
meets all such emergencies, and no household oan
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
up to the sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
t
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
25 cents.
Address,
HENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York.

A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (186i) tlie sole
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the
wants of Western people.
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
they are composed, and as they are, by allaying un
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive
of
Temperance,
the present proprietor believes that id making them
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Reback’s num
erous Agents, and at Hotels, Ac. the country over.—
In the mtantime, orders will be filled direct from
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates.
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed
in one doz. cises. Half doz. sample cases will, how
ever, be packed and sent to any address, if desired

Scrofula, or King’s Evil,
is a constitutional disease, a corruption of the blood,
by which this fluid becomes vitiated, weak, and
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervades the
whole body, and may burst out in disease on any
part of it. No organ is free from its attacks, nor
is there one which it may not destroy. The scrofu
lous taint is variously caused by mercurial disease,
low living, disordered or unhealthy food, impure
air, filth and filthy habits, the depressing vices,
and, above all, by the venereal infection. "What
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the constitu
tion, descending “ from parents to children unto the
third and fourth generation
indeed, it seems to
be the rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the
iniquities of the fathers upon their children.”
Its effects commence by deposition from the
blood of corrupt or ulcerous matter, which, in the
lungs, liver, and internal organs, is termed tuber
cles; in the glands, swellings; and on the surface,
eruptions or sores. This .foul corruption, ^hjc
genders in the blood, depresses the energies ol file,
so that scrofulous constitutions not only suffer from
scrofulous complaints, but they Lave far less power
to withstand the attacks of other diseases; con
sequently, vast numbers perish by disorders which,
although not scrofulous in their nature, are still ren
dered fatal by this taint in the system. Most of
the consumption which decimates the human family
has its origin directly in this scrofulous contamina
tion ; and many destructive diseases of the liver,
kidneys, brain, and, indeed, of all the organs, arise
from or are aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our people are scrofulous;
their persons are invaded by this lurking infection,
and their health is undermined by it. To cleanse
it from the system we must renovate the blood
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it by
healthy food- and exercise. Such a medicine we
supply in

AYER’S

Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,
the most effectual remedy which the medical skill
of our times- can devise for this every where pre
vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from the
most active remedials that have been discovered for
the expurgation of this foul disorder from the blood,
and the rescue of the system from its destructive
consequences. Hence it should be employed lor
the cure of not only scrofula, but also those other
affections which arise from it, such as Eruptivb
and Skin Diseases, St. Anthony’s Fire, Hose,
or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches,
Blakns and Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Salt
Hheum, Scai.d Head, Ringworm, Rheumatism,
Syphilitic and Mehcurial Diseases, Dropsy,
Dyspepsia, Debility, and, indeed, at.l Complaints
ARISING FROM VlTIATED OR IMPURE BLOOD.

The

popular belief in “ impurity of the blood” is founded
in truth, for scrofula is a dcgencratien of the blood.
The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital fluid,
without which sound health is impossible in con
taminated constitutions.

.A.'YZEZR’S

Ague Cure,
roll THE speedy cure of

Intermittent Fever, or Fever and Ague,
Remittent Fever, C'liill Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical ileaiinelie, or Bilious Headache,
and Bilious Fevers, indeed for tlie whole
class of diseases originating in biliary derangement, caused hy the J^Ialarfa of 111ias—
mafic Countries.

We are enabled here to offer the community a rem
edy which, while it cures the above complaints with
certainty, is still perfectly harmless in any quantity.
Such a remedy is invaluable in districts where these
afflicting disorders prevail. This-“Cure” expels the
miasmatic poison of Fe /’.r and Ague from the sys
tem, and prevents the development of the disease, if
taken on the first approach of its pre-monitory symp
toms. It is not only the best remedy ever yet discov
ered for this elass of complaints, but also ike cheap
est. The large quantity we supply for a dollar brings
it within the reach of everybody; and in bilious dis
tricts, where Fever and Ague prevails, every body
should have it and use it freely both for cure and pro
tection. A great superiority of this remedy over any
other ever discovered for the speedy and certain cure
of Intermittent* is that it contains 1.0 Quinine or min
eral, consequently it produces no quinism or other
injurious effects whatever upon the coni-titution. Those
cured by it are left as healthy as if they had never had
the disease.
Retail Price, SI per bottle, or six for So.
Fever and Ague is not alone the consequence of tha
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourt miasmatic poison. A great variety of disorders arise
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati, from its irritation, among which are Aet.rnZyt’a, Bheumatisw. Gout, Hcaaache, Blindness, Toothache, Ear
Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
For sale in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B. ache, Catarrh, Asthma, Palpitation, Pain ful Affection
of the Spleen, Hysterics, Pain in the Bowels, Coltc,
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
Paralysis a.nt\ Derangement of the Stomach, all of
D. A D. S. Fry, Centreburg.
which, when originating in this cause, put on the
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
intermittent type, or become periodical. This “ Cure ”
Montague, A rfosack, Fredericktown.
expels the poison from the blood, and consequently
R. McCloud, Millwood.
cures them all alike. It is an invaluable protection to
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
immigrants and persons travelling or temporarily re
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
siding in the malarious districts. If taken occasionally
or daily while exposed to the infection, that will be
Hanna A Mercer, Bladensburg.
excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate in
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
sufficient quantity to ripen into disease. Hence it is
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
even more valuable for protection than cure, and few
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
will ever suffer from Intermittents if they avail tkemDaniel Veateh, Mt. Liberty.
6eLes of the protection this remedy affords.
John Danny, Heller, and by druggists and me
Prepared by Dr. J. C. /YRR &o CO., Lowell, Maw.
chants generally throughout the U. 8. Jan 23.
J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Russell,
WALKER’S USIO-Y WASI1EK.
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
-Oct30-ly.
HORACE WELSH,
Y) ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
FREBERICKTOWK FOUNDRY.
8 V Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the
azent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi
HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens
tates not to say is the
of Knox iiDd the surrounding counties that he
Beet Hashing Machine
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
now in use iD the country. These machines are
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and
and are sold a t extremely low prices. Read the fol keeps on hand a general assortment of
lowing cenificate of persons well known in this com COOKING. PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
munity ;
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Mt. Vbrnon, Ohio. Feb. 4th, 1861.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article,fine toned and ve
We the undersigned, v?ould recommend G. Walk
er's Union Washer as one of the most desirable im ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my establishment will
plements of household economy; and believe that it
stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and tomers, and will be sold at prices equally as low if
health of the operator, freeing them from the inju cot lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in v’ernon. The patronage of the public is solicited.
marl5
L. D. RANKIN.
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de
stroying fumes of the wash.
Duff & McCoy’s
L. M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
COMMRCIAEL COLLEGE,
Henry Ransom,
Robert Watson,
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
Mary E. Wade,
Hellen M. Staunton,
HE thorough manner in which Students ol this
E. Hildreth,
Win. B. Beardsley,
Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcus Beardsley,
siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
Geo. W. Jackson,
Yi'm. Blair.
March 5, ’61 :tf.
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac
tical. All the late forms and improvements are in
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee any one
after he has completed the course, to be fully quali
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen
manship, Commercial Calculations, Commercial Law
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.

T
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The Business Man's College!

TERMS:
For fall and unlimited Course, $40.

MRS. WINSLOW,

An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
Students can enter atany time and review at plea
sents to the attention of mothers, her
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to
10 weeks.
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
Good boarding can be
$2,50 per week.
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
Cost of Books, Diploma <tc., five dollars.
softening the gums, reducion all inflamation—will
For full particulars, address
alla v all pain and spasmodic action, and is
nov 6
McCOY A Co., ColunAus, 0.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
selves. and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will
almost iustantlv relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem
$35.00
edied, end in death. Wo believe it the BEST and
AA S the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases
ular
and
successful
Commercial School in the
of DYSENTERY and DIARRtEA IN CHILDREN,
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other
cause. We would say to every mother who has a from twenty-eight different States, have been edu
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints cated for business here within the past three years,
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE some of whom have been employed as Book-keepers
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you at salaries of
2,000 Per Annum,
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en
forusinr will accompany each bottle. None genu
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS A PERKINS, ter at any time, and review when they please, with
out
extra
charge.
New York, is on the outside rapper.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship,and
in Knox County.
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street. N. Y.
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
JENKINS A SMITH,
March 26, 1861.
jan 22-ly^___ _
Pittsburgh, Pa.

SOOTHING SYRUP,

MliF TO KEUUI.ATE 'III E HOWI’IJI.

P

JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.

W M B L Y N N ,'

MANUFACTURERS OF

~

Having removed to
CAUTION.
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
Window
Slintters.
Guatds,
&c.
to palm off on the unsuspecting public,imitations
3 JUSTS that bis friends will not fail to find him
Nos. 91 Second Street aud 86 'Third Street
-of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons (Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, °A.
, at his new location. lie will soon make ar, adf
to examine before purchasing, and see that the full
dition
to his already large stock.a new assortment o
AVE on hand a variety of now Patterns, fancy
name,
and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
IEFSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE,
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots- Jobbing
Fancy Articles for the Holidays,
is ou the outside wrapper; al; others are swindling done at short notiee.
lie shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention,
uaterfeite.
Feb • 26 i BANKS of all kinds for tale at this Cffice.
to please the public.
[Columbus, 0, Nov. 20.
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